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PREFACE 

 
The development of pro-social behaviour in children is without doubt a serious matter. Using games 

makes developing this behaviour more fun for both children and educators. 

 

In this handbook you will find a compilation of ready-to-use activities (games), flexible enough to suit 

your own needs. There is also a Teacher’s Handbook available to give you more information and 

suggestions on how to use the activities. 

 

The ideas behind the activities are: 

 Developing social competences is a direct approach to the prevention of violence.  

 Emotionally stronger children are less vulnerable to violence. 

 The earlier children start developing social competences the better, as these may take long 

time to be acquired. 

 The activities have been developed with pre-school educators and primary school teachers in 

mind to support their daily work with children.  

 

All activities and games have been trialled over two periods and adapted following the comments and 

suggestions of practitioners working both in pre-schools and primary schools in six different 

countries. There are games for specific age groups. However, whatever games you use should suit 

you, your situation and the ability of the children you work with; some of the activities might not 

appeal to you or fit your situation.  

 

We are grateful for the help we have received in developing these activities from all the teachers and 

educators. A number of these activities were developed in the first project ‘Stronger children – less 

violence’ (2009–2011) and have been tested and adapted to current needs. The activities focusing 

on intercultural understanding and inclusion have been developed in the ‘Stronger Children – less 

violence 2’ project (2014–2016) funded by the Erasmus+ programme. 

 

For more information on the project, its outcomes and its partners, please refer to our website: 

www.strongerchildren.eu. 
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INTRODUCTION TO ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN 

 
Activities for children are an integral part of the Stronger Children – Less Violence 2 project. They 

were designed to help and inspire pre-school educators and primary school teachers to develop 

children’s social and interpersonal competences. 

 

There is plenty of opportunity for social learning in the activities. They support the development of 

children’s ability to understand and obey rules, feel with and for others, form relationships with peers, 

cooperate with others, find ways of solving problems together, manage conflicts and share (e.g.,  

a favourite toy) with other children. 

 

The development of these skills is an important precondition for the prevention of peer violence and 

bullying among children and adolescents. Thus, when used on a regular basis, the activities help to 

create an atmosphere of cooperation among children and help to prevent violence. 

 

The activities for children can be used in different ways. They are best used on a regular basis. 

Packages of activities can be used as a preventive programme to focus on particular topics and 

competences (e.g. needs and rights – see Teacher’s Handbook). The activities can be repeated, if 

certain critical situations appear, to enforce pre-established rules or procedures. A compilation of 

activities of your own choice can also be used as a preventive programme (see Teacher’s 

Handbook). 

 

A classification of activities is used in this book for easier reference and is also available in the 

Teacher’s Handbook. 

 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITIES 

  

NUMBER AND TITLE – the number and the title of the activity 

 

AGE GROUP – the age of children and pupils for whom the activity is most suitable (could be 

different in your group) 

 

TYPE OF PLAY – type of play applied in the activity 

 

KEY WORDS – summary of the content and aim of the activity 

 

AIM – expected impact of the activity 

 

TIME – expected duration of the activities (depends on the group size and age) 

 

MATERIALS – list of materials and resources needed for the activity 

 

PROCEDURE – instructions to implement the activity 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION – suggestions for questions to help children and pupils 

understand the aim of the activity and reflect on their actions 
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INDEX OF ACTIVITIES            🔴 pre-school children   ■ primary school children 

 

NR TITLE TYPE OF PLAY KEY WORDS 
ACTIVITIES 

FOR 

1 Turtle movement, cooperation, contact trust, team feeling, social competence 🔴 ◼ 

2 Roundabout movement, cooperation, contact stress relief, relaxation, inclusion 🔴 ◼ 

3 Jobs 
movement, cooperation, 

communication, role play 
team feeling, intercultural understanding 🔴 ◼ 

4 Lost Clown movement, cooperation team feeling, inclusion 🔴 ◼ 

5 Hot Ball movement, cooperation, contact team feeling, social competence, inclusion 🔴 ◼ 

6 The Hidden Words communication, interaction intercultural understanding, inclusion ◼ 

7 Game of Sharing interaction responsibility, conflict management, emotional intelligence 🔴 

8 Common Drawing interaction, creative, art feelings, personality traits 🔴 

9 A Heart of Our Class interaction, ice-breaking, creative confidence building, emotional intelligence ◼ 

10 
A Photo is Better Than A 

Thousand Words 
interaction, creative intercultural understanding, emotional intelligence ◼ 

11 Whispering interaction, communication responsibility, trust, team feeling ◼ 

12 Guide Dog movement, communication 
intercultural understanding, cultural difference, feelings, 

confidence building, trust, team feeling 
🔴 ◼ 

13 Where Am I? interaction, communication 
intercultural understanding, cultural difference, team feeling, 

conflict management, feelings 
◼ 

14 Jugglers movement, cooperation team feeling, stress relief ◼ 

15 Stories of Names communication feelings, diversity, intercultural understanding, cultural difference ◼ 

16 What We Are (Bingo) interaction, communication personality traits, diversity, social inclusion, cultural difference ◼ 

17 
Confidence Building 

Drawing 

contact, communication, ice-

breaking 

confidence building, team feeling, diversity, interculture 

understanding 
◼ 

18 
Would You Like to Play With 

Us? 

communication, interaction, 

cooperation 
emotional intelligence, confidence building, team feeling 🔴 

19 Star of the Week contact, communication, interaction 
mutual recognition, confidence building, emotional intelligence, 

cultural differences 
◼ 

20 My Secret Friend contact, ice-breaking, interaction 
mutual recognition, confidence building, emotional intelligence, 

inclusion 
◼ 

21 
Let’s Be an Unbreakable 

Chain 

cooperation, interaction, creative, 

movement 
team feeling, confidence building, responsibility ◼ 

22 What Values Do We Share? 
cooperation, interaction, creative, 

movement 
team feeling, confidence building, responsibility 

◼ 

 

23 Our Common Friend 
communication, contact, interaction, 

ice-breaking 
inclusion, confidence building, team feeling, diversity 🔴 ◼ 

24 The Web 
movement, communication, contact, 

interaction 
inclusion, team feeling, diversity, intercultural understanding 🔴 

25 The Sun of Friendship communication, interaction 
inclusion, team feeling, diversity, intercultural understanding, 

social competence 
◼ 

26 Happy Birthday Songs communication, art relaxation, stress relief, intercultural understanding, diversity ◼ 

27 The Improvising Circle communication, interaction, art team feeling, stress relief, personality traits ◼ 

28 A Song and A Story communication, creativity, art emotions, diversity, cultural difference ◼ 

29 Emotion Pictures communication, creativity ·      emotional  intelligence, emotions, feelings, confidence building 🔴 ◼ 

30 Show Your Emotions movement, role play Mo  emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings 🔴 ◼ 

31 Feeling Good communication, creativity, art emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings 🔴 ◼ 

32 Zones Of My Body communication, contact 
personality traits, needs and rights, confidence building, 

emotions, feelings 
🔴 ◼ 

33 Fair Fight movement, interaction, role play 
emotions, feelings, social competence, understanding violence, 

fair fight, needs and rights 
◼ 

34 
Power Of Violence - A Look 

Behind the Scene 
movement, interaction emotions, feelings, understanding violence, fair fight ◼ 

35 Reflection On Fair Fight communication 
emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, social competence, 

responsibility, understanding violence, fair fight 
◼ 
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36 
Being In Your Shoes 

cooperation, communication, 

creativity, art 

emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, conflict management, 

social competence, understanding violence 
◼ 

37 No Blame Approach 

interaction, cooperation, 

communication, art, role play 

 

understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, 

emotional intelligence, inclusion 
🔴 ◼ 

38 Robot Portrait 
interaction, cooperation, 

communication, art, creativity 

understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, 

emotional intelligence, inclusion, mutual awareness 
🔴 ◼ 

39 
What Could Have Happened 

Here? 
art, creativity understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management 🔴 ◼ 

40 The Penguin Game 
cooperation communication, 

interaction, contact, movement 
confidence building, trust, team feeling, inclusion 🔴 ◼ 

41 Negotiating A Contract 
cooperation, communication, 

interaction, contact art 

team feeling, needs and rights, confidence building, conflict 

management,social competences, inclusion 
🔴 ◼ 

42 Definition Of Violence 
interaction, cooperation, 

communication 

understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, 

social and emotional intelligence, fair fight 
🔴 ◼ 

43 
Take A Step Forward 

 

interaction, cooperation, 

communication, art, creativity 

understanding violence, needs and rights, emotional intelligence, 

confidence building, mutual awareness 
🔴 ◼ 

44 
Children’s Rights: Needs 

And Wants 

cooperation, communication, 

interaction, ice-breaking 
feelings, needs and rights, responsibility, conflict management ◼ 

45 Hugs Marathon movement, contact emotions, feelings, confidence building, team feeling, relaxation 🔴 ◼ 

46 My Golden Shoe 
movement, communication, 

creativity, art 

emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, team feeling, 

relaxation 
🔴 

47 I Shine Like A Star 
movement, communication, 

creativity, art 

feelings, confidence building, diversity, social competence, 

personality traits 
🔴 ◼ 

48 Rabbit’s Rights 
communication, creativity, ice-

breaking 

needs and rights, emotional intelligence, responsibility, social 

competence, inclusion 
🔴 ◼ 

49 Blind Confidence 
movement, cooperation, 

communication 
feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust 🔴 ◼ 

50 Driving A Car 
movement, cooperation, 

communication 

feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust, 

conflict management 
🔴 ◼ 

51 Dark Tunnel 
movement, contact, cooperation, 

interaction 
feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust 🔴 ◼ 

52 The Human Digital Camera contact, cooperation, movement confidence building, responsibility, trust, small groups activity 🔴 ◼ 

53 Living Together art, interaction, communication trust, small groups activity, team feeling, inclusion 🔴 ◼ 

54 Put Together A Jigsaw contact, cooperation, communication team feeling, conflict management, social competence, inclusion 🔴 

55 The Knot contact, movement, interaction team feeling, conflict management, inclusion, trust 🔴 

56 Finding New Names communication, creativity 
diversity, personality treats, cultural difference, intercultural 

understanding, small groups activity 
🔴 

57 Child In The  Well communication, contact 
diversity, emotional intelligence, team feeling, inclusion, 

personality traits 
◼ 

58 Meeting Puppets 
communication, contact, interaction, 

role-play 

confidence building, trust, small groups activities, social 

competence, inclusion 
🔴 

59 The Network 
communication, interaction, ice-

breaking 
team feeling, inclusion 🔴 

60 The Travelling Book creativity, art 
intercultural understanding, confidence building, responsibility, 

trust 
🔴 

61 Shout  Stop communication emotional intelligence 🔴 

62 Offender-Victim Exercise interaction, movement emotional intelligence 🔴 

63 Dialogue Corner communication, interaction 
emotional intelligence, intercultural understanding, conflict 

management 
🔴 

64 Good Behaviour communication, role play emotions, feelings 🔴 

65 Silver And Golden Stars interaction confidence building, social competence 🔴 

66 Fight Of Backs contact, movement relaxation, stress relief 🔴 

67 Listener and Speaker communication, listening active listening, trust, respect ◼ 

68 What the music tells me communication, listening active listening, mutual respect, learning to learn ◼ 

69 
Our rhythm into space and 

music 
communication, creativity, relaxation creative interplay, sense of togetherness 🔴 ◼ 

70 
A song from my family’s 

country 
music, listening, communication multicultural, world music heritage appreciation ◼ 
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AGE: 4–10 

1 TURTLE 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, cooperation, contact 

KEY WORDS 

● trust, team feeling, social competence 

AIM 

● to reinforce cooperation, communication and respect for other children 

TIME 

15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

smaller sleeping pad or blanket, cones 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Place the cones in the room at a reasonable distance from each other (no more than two cones). 

2. Put the children in pairs. 

3. Tell the children that today they are going to try imitating the turtle and the way it moves around. The turtle travels 

using sea currents, which can sometimes be very tricky. 

4. Tell the first pair to get down on all fours. Put the mat or blanket over their backs. 

5. The pair has to make their way around the cones without letting the mat fall off their backs. If the mat falls off, the 

children do not have to go back to start: they put it back and continue their journey. 

6. The next pair gets ready down on all fours. The mat is passed from the first pair to the next pair, ideally without 

using hands (you can give help when necessary), and so on until all students have been involved in the same way. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1.   How did it feel to move like a turtle? Was it the same each time you tried or were you faster? 

2.   Did you figure out how to best move like a turtle without losing your mat? 

3.   Did you succeed in accomplishing the task when you tried to be as fast as possible? Why not? 

        4.   Can you name any other tasks or activities in which cooperation could help you succeed?  

! 
● Ensure safety of children, the route should not be too long (one cone should do).  

● It is better to use stronger and shorter mat or blanket. If it is too soft, it is more likely to fall off.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Doležalová, Markéta. Kooperativní pohybové hry pro děti předškolního věku. Brno 2014. 
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                                                                                                                                 AGE: 4–10 

2 ROUNDABOUT 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, cooperation, contact 

KEY WORDS 

● stress relief, relaxing, inclusion 

AIM 

● to reinforce group collaboration,  flexibility and tolerance 

TIME 

15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

gym ball, mats, quiet and relaxing music 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask children if they know what a roundabout is and how it works. Confirm that it’s a large machine at a funfair 

which turns around. Tell the children that they will make a roundabout together, by using a ball.  

2. Children lie down on the mats next to each other. The first in line gets the ball. 

3. Each child should pass the ball to the next one only through his/her legs. On the way back, they should use only 

their hands. The ball should not fall down. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did you make sure that the ball wouldn’t fall down while passing it to your friend? 

2. Did you find your best way of passing the ball? What else did you do besides using your legs? 

3. Were you more successful in passing the ball when you helped each other? 

4. Can you name any other task or activity where cooperation might help you succeed? 

! 
● You might need to demonstrate the activity with a group of children.  

● Occasionally change the direction of the ball movement. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Doležalová, Markéta. Kooperativní pohybové hry pro děti předškolního věku. Brno 2014.    
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AGE: 4–10 

3 JOBS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, cooperation, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● team feeling, intercultural understanding 

AIM 

● to reinforce group collaboration, creativity and communication 

TIME 

10 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Tell the children that you have a really difficult task for them today. Ask them if they feel brave enough to do it. Tell 

them that they are going to try communicating without words. Whoever manages to remain silent throughout the 

game will receive a small reward. 

2. Divide your class into groups of three with at least one boy and one girl in each group. 

3. Children in groups choose a job and decide how they can mime it without words. 

4. One group of children mime the job in front of the class. 

5. The other children guess the job. 

6. Each group performs steps 4 and 5. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children why they chose the job they mimed.  

2. Ask them how they decided to perform specific activities related to the job and how they assigned their roles. Was 

it easy for them to show the job without words?   

! 
● Allow children enough time for preparation.  

● You can help younger children to choose a job. Feel free to chose any topic.. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Doležalová, Markéta. Kooperativní pohybové hry pro děti předškolního věku. Brno 2014. 
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AGE: 4–10 

4 LOST CLOWN 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, cooperation 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, inclusion 

AIM 

 to reinforce group collaboration, patience and communication 

TIME 

5–10 minutes 

MATERIALS 

picture or photograph 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Create a puzzle by cutting a picture or photograph of a clown into several pieces (more pieces according to the 

number of children) and place these into different spots of the room, avoiding being seen by the children.  

2. Divide your class into groups of three. 

3. Tell the children that there was a dwarf in the room who hid the pieces of the clown they had made together. Now 

they have to find all the pieces of the puzzle and put them back together.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children how they performed the activity. Did they all do the same things or did they assign roles to 

members of the group (e.g. two children search for the pieces, one child puts them together)? 

2. Let them try doing the activity with roles and compare different approaches. Were they quicker when they 

cooperated?  

! 
● You can tell the children how they have to move around while they search the room (jump on one foot or crouch).  

● Create mixed age groups if possible.  

● Use various symbols at the back of the pieces to help children identify the correct ones. A jigsaw puzzle can be 

used instead.  

● Ensure the safety of children. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Doležalová, Markéta. Kooperativní pohybové hry pro děti předškolního věku. Brno 2014. 
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AGE: 4–6 

5 HOT BALL 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, cooperation, contact 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, social competence, inclusion, responsibility 

AIM 

 to reinforce group collaboration and adaptation 

TIME 

5 minutes 

MATERIALS 

ball 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Tell the children to imagine that they are holding a hot ball which they must pass quickly to their friend in front of 

them or behind them.  

2. Make the children form a line. 

3. Give the imaginary ball to the first child in the line. He or she passes the ball over the head to a friend behind him 

or her who will do the same until the ball reaches the last child in the line. 

4. On the way back the ball is passed between the legs. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. No reflection is necessary; the activity allows children to experience a feeling of cooperation and responsibility for 

the team performance. 

! 
● To make the game more challenging, the children pass the ball alternately over the head and between the legs. 

Children swap places and start over again. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Doležalová, Markéta. Kooperativní pohybové hry pro děti předškolního věku. Brno 2014. 
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AGE: 7–10 

6 THE HIDDEN WORDS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 intercultural understanding, inclusion 

AIM  

 to encourage communication between children from different cultures in the class 

 to provide familiarization with foreign languages, cultures and the acquisition of particular  words in other 

languages 

TIME 

25 minutes 

MATERIALS 

a pen, a piece of paper 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Let a multilingual child think of five common words in his/her family language (e.g. book, apple, mother, bus, and 

dog).  

2. Let children sit in a circle and ask questions or simply chat with the multilingual child. Their task is to detect the five 

foreign words that the child uses mixing them with the common language (e.g. the common language is English 

and the multilingual child’s language is French: I usually go to school with my “père”). The children keep the 

discussion going until most of them detect all five terms and suggest their meanings. When they finish, they 

present their ideas to the multilingual child. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children if they learned anything about their friend they did not know before. Ask if they find it interesting 

and why.  

2. Ask the children if the new words are difficult to remember. Ask them if they know anyone who speaks multiple 

languages. In what situations do the multilingual speakers they know use the languages? 

! 
● If the children fail to distinguish the words, you may give them a clue. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Multilingual Families project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.multilingual-families.eu/
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AGE: 4–7 

7 GAME OF SHARING 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction  

KEY WORDS 

 responsibility, conflict management, emotional intelligence  

AIM  

 to motivate children to share toys with each other 

 to be responsible for their actions 

 to improve communicative skills in children 

TIME 

20 – 25 minutes 

MATERIALS 

different types of toys (stuffed animals, cars...) or Lego building bricks 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Offer different toys to children. There should always be more children then toys. 

2. Let each child choose one toy with which he/she would like to play. Since there are more children than toys, some 

children will have to choose the same toy. 

3. Let them sit next to the chosen toy. 

4. Ask questions and sub-questions that will lead the children to solution of the problem – how to share the toy that 

they choose. The solution must not be to the detriment of one participant in the sense that one child simply gives 

up and hands over the toy to another child. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Why did they choose the specific toy?  

2. How would they play with it?  

3. Is there a place for one more child in his/her game?  

4. How would they include one more child in the game?  

5. Can one child think of a story for the toy while the other manages with it? 

6. Does it mean that both children are playing or just the child that has the toy? 

! 
● Lego is the best option for this game. Lego can be shared, but children should agree about what they will build 

(castle, lake, car...). 

  

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Ethos project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ethos-education.eu/index.html
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AGE: 4–7 

8 COMMON DRAWING 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, creative, art 

KEY WORDS 

 feelings, personality traits 

AIM  

 to motivate children to draw together 

 to be tolerant with other children and their way of thinking 

 to create something together 

TIME 

20 – 35 minutes 

MATERIALS 

blackboard or flip chart 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Let one child on the blackboard or flip chart start a drawing (any form, line, curve ...). His/her part of the drawing 

stops when he/she decides so. 

2. Let the next child start to draw his/her line in a point where the first student has stopped. The second child can 

refocus drawing in a direction toward which he/she thinks that the picture should develop. The drawing stops when 

lines touch each other (the “circle” is closed). 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Who has seen some kind of shape (maybe someone has recognized a man or an animal or a palm...). 

2. How has the other seen that shape? 

3. How did the drawing redirect? 

4. How did you feel when someone redirected your drawing... did he/she make your drawing better or worse? 

5. Did you get new ideas thanks to others or did they just spoil your idea? 

6. Can you share your art?  

7. Can you create art together?  

! 
● If a child has completed drawing much earlier and did not give others the opportunity to participate ... then teachers 

may ask questions such as: “Why did you cut the line and deny others the ability to express themselves? How may 

the others have felt in those moments?”. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Ethos project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ethos-education.eu/index.html
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AGE: 7–10 

9 A HEART OF OUR CLASS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, ice-breaking, creative 

KEY WORDS 

 confidence building, emotional intelligence 

AIM  

 to strengthen confidence 

 to receive positive feedback 

 to recognize each student in a class as a part of it. 

TIME 

20 – 30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

paper heart, markers 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Let children write their names on a sheet of paper, fold it, and after mixing, everyone pulls a piece of paper with a 

name of one classmate.  

2. Check whether all pulled out the name of someone else, and not his/her own.  

3. Show a big paper heart which is the heart of your class.  

4. Let each child invent some nice sentence about the classmate whose name s/he has taken.  

5. Let the children write down the nice sentences on the paper heart. E.g. (Jane) has good ideas, (Tom) is happy to 

help.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask questions: Was it easy to say something nice about your classmate? Do you like what the heart says about 

you? 

! 
● After finishing the game, the heart can serve as a nice decoration of the classroom. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Prevence-info: http://www.prevence-info.cz/sites/default/files/users/9/srdce_tridy_pdf_11946.pdf 
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AGE: 7–10 

10 A PHOTO IS BETTER THAN A THOUSAND WORDS  

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, creativity 

KEY WORDS 

 intercultural understanding, emotional intelligence 

AIM  

 to support children´s perception of cultural differences  

 to identify any social and cultural prejudice and to plan activities that deal with them 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

images, photographs, sheets of paper 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Select 3 images from newspapers, the internet or magazines that show intercultural relations and print them.  

2. Divide the class into groups. 

3. Let children write a title or brief explanatory captions (3-4 lines) for each image.  

4. When everyone has completed the task, stick the titles and descriptions to each image.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Compare different interpretations and discuss the different views and opinions of your pupils. 

! 
● Use the activity to promote an open discussion, help your students to be aware of their choices and enhance their 

enjoyment for intercultural approaches. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Linc project 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.linc-project.eu/
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AGE: 5–10 

11 WHISPERING 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, communication 

KEY WORDS 

 responsibility, trust, team feeling 

AIM  

 to demonstrate how the content of information changes when it is passed by word of mouth. 

 to focus the attention 

TIME 

15–20 minutes  

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher chooses 5 or 6 students and leads them out of the classroom for few minutes. 

2. The teacher brings a newspaper article or a magazine with some information or with a particular story, and reads it 

to the class. 

3. The teacher calls one of the students who are standing out and reads the same text as the one used with the 

children in the classroom. The listener, with no additional information has to explain the content, as best he can, to 

another student standing out. 

4. The new listener will in turn pass the content to another classmate out of the classroom, and so on until no one is 

left out. 

5. The last listener will then explain to the rest of the class what s/he has understood from the explanation of her/his 

companion. 

6. At the end, the teacher reads the text to the whole group and verifies with all the children the differences between 

the original content of the text and the one reported by the last listener. The teacher can choose to use any 

curricular topic. Children will retain it even better, thanks to the game, which, in this way, will have an added 

educational value. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. The text for the activity can be chosen according to subjects of interest to the group, to increase knowledge and 

information. 

2. By passing information by word of mouth, relevant details will be lost and/or changed, and only a small piece of 

information will remain till the last listener. 

! 
● Activity for up to 20 children. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Compilation of games to play in the classroom. 
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AGE: 4–10 

12 GUIDE DOG 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, communication 

KEY WORDS 

 intercultural understanding, cultural differences, feelings, confidence building, trust, team feeling 

AIM 

 to show the feelings of a newcomer arriving to an unknown country 

 to focus the attention on others’ feelings 

TIME 

15 minutes  

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher will place the tables to limit a circuit where to move.  

2. Children are grouped into pairs. One child in each pair will act as the “blind” person and will be led blindfolded by 

his/her companion, the “guide dog”. This should guide his/her partner to complete the circuit, only by using his/her 

voice and is not allowed to touch him/her. The task is to guide the blindfolded student so that s/he would not touch 

the edges of the tables.  

3. At the end of the route, they will change their roles. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. The teacher will explain the needs of those who are newcomers to a place. S/he tells them that they should be 

helped as they would feel lost. 

2. The game enhances in children both awareness of their senses and understanding of the situation faced by those 

who are newcomers to a country. 

! 
● Activity for up to 20 children. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Compilation of games to play in the classroom. 
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AGE: 5–10 

13 WHERE AM I? 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, communication 

KEY WORDS 

 intercultural understanding, cultural differences, team feeling, conflict management, feelings 

AIM  

 to show the feelings of a newcomer to an unknown country 

 to focus the attention on others’ feelings 

TIME 

15 minutes  

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. One student thinks of a place and an activity that can be developed there. S/he asks: "Where am I?"  

2. The other students have 20 questions to find out where s/he is and which activity is being performed.  

3. The only answers that students are allowed to be given are "Yes" and "No", so they should correctly formulate 

each question or they would miss an opportunity.  

4. If they succeed in guessing both the place and the activity by using the 20 questions, another student will choose 

site and action. If they fail, the same student will have another turn. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. The game enhances deductive reasoning and problem-solving skills, both individually and as a group. Students 

realize that we all have to share our own capabilities to work together successfully.  

2. The aim of the game is that students recognize the feelings of people who, for any reason, lack  those information 

that are common within the community. They reflect on how they can work together to achieve the feeling of being 

an integrated part of the community. 

! 
● Activity for up to 20 children. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Compilation of games to play in the classroom. 
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AGE: 6–10 

14 JUGGLERS 

 
KEY WORDS 

 movement, cooperation, contact 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, stress relief 

AIM 

 to create a sense of team feeling 

 to allow for cooperation 

 to create positive attention towards each child in the group 

 to foster everyone’s feeling of being able to contribute  

 to relieve stress through movement 

TIME 

15-45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

balloons 

PROCEDURE 

1. Divide the class into small groups of 3-4 children 

2. Every group gets one balloon 

3. The group tries to keep the balloon in the air during a specified time period; for every touch by a child, the group 

gets one point. If the balloon brushes the ground, the group has to start from the beginning. 

4. To make the activity more difficult and involve all children,  the following additional rules can be applied: 

a. a child is allowed to touch the balloon twice but, after that, another child has to touch it 

b. children have to take turns in touching the balloon – they can only touch it again until every other child in the 

group has touched it 

c. children have to keep the balloon in the air while moving along an obstacle course. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Try out once. After that, explain to children that a group is successful when all children participate equally.  

2. After game: ask if all children were participating equally. If not, why? Were those groups with all children 

participating equally more successful than others? Did the children think that the effort was a joined effort or rather 

of one player? What was more fun – everybody playing or just one child playing a lot? What else did children 

notice about playing the game? 

! 
● Form the groups yourself to allow for a mixture in the groups or have the children draw numbers/colours that would 

group them. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Originally:   

DJK Sportverband/DJK Sportjugend (2013) „Inklusion mit Hand und Fuß. Sportbezogene Angebote in der Kinder- und 

Jugendarbeit“, S. 33 (https://www.dosb.de/fileadmin/Bilder_allgemein/Organisationen/DJK/DJKHandreichung_FINAL.pdf. 

Adaptation: TVV e.V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dosb.de/fileadmin/Bilder_allgemein/Organisationen/DJK/DJKHandreichung_FINAL.pdf
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AGE: 6–10 

15 STORIES OF NAMES 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication 

KEY WORDS 

 feelings, diversity, intercultural understanding, cultural difference 

AIM 

 to sensitize for different linguistic, cultural and family settings 

 to remember names better 

TIME 

30-45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

cards, adhesive tape/glue and pens for name badges 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask children to talk about their first names with their parents (Why did they give them their name? Meaning of the 

name? Any special traditions connected with name giving/receiving?). 

2. In class ask every child to create a name badge - if possible with a (painted) picture of the meaning of the name; 

the name could also be written in the language of the name (for older children). 

3. When they are ready, build a circle of chairs and every child explains his name. 

a. If s/he likes it. 

b. What is the meaning of it? 

c. Why was it chosen by the parents? 

4. Draw the attention to similar names that have different representations in different languages (e.g. Henri; Henry, 

Heinrich). 

5. Draw the attention to the beauty of name meanings. 

6. Have children speculate what their own children would once be named. 

7. Work with the meaning of last names as well. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Discuss with children if people generally have a choice of what they are named; why we find some names funny; 

how they would feel if other children laugh about their name; what they could say if someone is making fun of their 

name.  

2. With older children: discuss what the connection between name and identity could be (e.g. feeling proud of a 

family name; belong to a family). 

!  
 Make sure children are not making fun of traditions or name meanings – if a situation arises, draw the children’s 

attention to “funny” names in their own language to make them understand that this is common; also explain how 

names have developed and that some of them seem to be funny nowadays to us but had a good reason back 

then. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Originally: DGB-Bildungswerk Thüringen e.V. (2008) „Baustein zur nicht-rassistischen Bildungsarbeit" 

(http://www.baustein.dgb-bwt.de/PDF/B1-NamensGeschichten.pdf. 

Adaptation: TVV e.V. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.baustein.dgb-bwt.de/PDF/B1-NamensGeschichten.pdf
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AGE: 7–10 

16 WHAT WE ARE BINGO 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 

 interaction, communication 

KEY WORDS 

 personality traits, diversity, intercultural understanding, cultural differences 

AIM 

 to create a common understanding by illustrating that most children have something in common 

 to illustrate that each child has a range of different personality traits 

TIME 

 30 – 45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

one bingo-questionnaire per child (see annex); pens 

PROCEDURE 

1. Children sit in a circle of chairs. 

2. Every child gets a bingo-questionnaire. 

3. The children tick the boxes in the questionnaire, which apply to them. 

4. The teacher reads the boxes out loud. 

5. Every child stands up when the boxes ticked by him/ her are mentioned or they meet in a certain place of the room 

(e.g. corner). 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Reflect with the children on how much they have in common. Have they had something in common with someone 

else that was surprising to them? 

2. Discuss with the children some of the results (while still in the corner), e.g. special traditions in the family; 

languages that are spoken etc. 

!  

 Instead of handing out the paper to tick it is also possible to read the sentences out loud only. The procedure 

would be the following: teacher reads out sentences and points to a corner of the class room (choose sentences 

that are opposites; e.g. female-male); Children experience the differences though moving across the classroom, 

e.g. female-male; hair colour, etc..They go to the same corner of the room and this helps to transform the 

differences into commonalities. With regard to family traditions for instance, it would be possible to extend the topic 

at a later time (e.g. have the child bring something to class related to a special tradition that all children would 

enjoy). 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Originally: Landesjugendring Berlin e.V. (2014) “Praxishandbuch Juleica-Ausbildung in Berlin. Modul 13 

Vorurteilsbewusstsein – Inklusion“, S. 8-9 

 (http://www.ljrberlin.de/system/files/dokumente/juleica/Modul13_Inklusion_end.pdf, letzter Zugriff am 17.12.2014). 

Adapatation: TVV e.V. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ljrberlin.de/system/files/dokumente/juleica/Modul13_Inklusion_end.pdf
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You are female You are male You are a sister 

You are a brother You like Pizza You like Ice cream 

You like chocolate You like birthdays You have brown eyes 

You have brown hair You have blonde hair You have blue eyes 

You have a pet You like swimming You like watching TV 

You like to play computer 
games 

You like dolls You like cars 

You like football 
You speak more than one 

language 
You like vegetables 

You are left-handed You like singing You like music 

You have lived in more 
than one country 

You like dancing You have glasses 

You have braces You like to shout You like to play 

You have family in a 
different country 

You know someone who speaks a 
different language 

In your family you have a 
special tradition 
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AGE: 6–10 

17 CONFIDENCE BUILDING DRAWING 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 contact, communication, ice-breaking 

KEY WORDS 

 confidence building, team feeling, diversity, intercultural understanding 

AIM  

 to strengthen self-confidence and   trust among children 

 to create a positive attention toward each child in a group 

 to train children on giving each other positive feedback 

 to strengthen children´s mutual awareness of differences of cultural background and capacities  

TIME 

long-term activity that may be extended over  two lessons, depending on the number of children in the group 

MATERIALS 

drawing paper/A4 or A3, one  piece for each child and one for the teacher, crayons / coloured pencils 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to make an individual drawing, expressing what´s engaging them mostly for the time being. It may 

be a coming up birthday, a family visit, a leisure activity, an arrangement at school etc.  

2. Let the children present their drawings one-by-one and explain what they wanted to express. As part of the 

presentation, ask the children to point to a positive personal ability/skill. It may be something that the other children 

have mentioned or something that hitherto had been hidden in the group. 

3. Ask the children to give each other positive feedback and appreciation of their individual drawings and abilities. 

4. Be sure to present your own drawing and chosen ability/skill as part of the round. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

After all presentations, ask the children if they learned something new about each other – and try to make them expand 

on this. Were they surprised by the drawings and stories of their classmates? What surprised them? What does it mean 

to learn new things about each other?  

!  
 Be sure to give sufficient time for the individual presentations, especially to children who   need to increase their 

verbal and/or linguistic skills.  

 Make sure that the children have the necessary calm to do their drawings. 

 Put on some quiet and comfortable background music to strengthen concentration and reflection. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Danish Centre for Educational Environments / Dansk Center for Undervisningsmiljø (DCUM): 

Helle Meisner-Jensen: “Together against mobbing”, handbook, Denmark 2006 
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AGE: 4–7 

18 WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY WITH US? 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction, cooperation 

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence, confidence building, team feeling 

AIM  

 to train the children in mutual awareness and care 

 to create new communities among the children in the group 

TIME 

20–30 minutes. The activity can be used in a flexible way within the general learning/playing program.  

MATERIALS 

Various toys and playing materials appropriate for the children´s age, for example playing cards, drawing materials, 

dolls, dollhouses and cars, building toys etc. The toys and playing materials should be appropriate for collective playing 

or assignments. Make sure to have materials for at least 4-5 different participants, 2-3 chairs, depending on the size of 

the group.  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Explain to the children that they are going to play together in the playing corners. 

2. Explain to the children that if they don´t know how to choose a playing corner – they´ll sit on one of the special 

chairs – “boring chairs” and express very clearly that they are bored.  

3. Tell the other children to be aware of the classmates sitting on the “boring chairs” and thus being outside the 

playing groups. Tell them to go and ask the classmates on the “boring chairs”: “would you like to play with us?”  

4. Tell the children alternately to go and try the “boring chairs”, and likewise tell the playing children to pay attention 

to the classmates on the “boring chairs” and ask them to take part in their playing activities.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children, how it felt to be sitting alone on the “boring chairs”. 

2. Ask the children how it felt to ask the classmates on the “boring chairs” to come and play with the group. 

3. Ask the children how it felt to be included in the playing groups. 

!   
 Make sure that the children do not fight to sit on the “boring chairs”. 

 Make sure that none of the children are left on the “boring chairs” without invitations from the other children. 

 Make sure that none of the children in the playing corners are actually playing together, and that no one is 

excluded in practice.    

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Published by: Integration Net, Danish Refugee Council: 

Mathias Granum & Mariane Siem: “Out to the floor. Activities to strengthen children’s language and social abilities, 

Denmark, 2012. 
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AGE: 7–10 

19 STAR OF THE WEEK 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 contact, communication, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 mutual recognition, confidence building, emotional intelligence, cultural differences 

AIM  

 to create positive awareness and visibility of each child in the group 

 to strengthen the children´s mutual awareness and appreciation of differences of background and capacities 

 to break down negative preconceptions and generalizations among the children   

TIME 

Long-term activity over a period of time, where 1-2 children in the group are presented each week. You may perhaps 

shorten the presentation period by arranging “Star of the Day”.  

MATERIALS 

A large presentation cardboard for each child in the group, photos, pictures, small things and souvenirs from the 

children´s home and daily life that they like to present, crayons / coloured pencils 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Explain to the group that they are going to be “Star of the Week”, presenting themselves through the large carton, 

through photos and pictures from home, family and/or places – through small texts they may write about 

themselves – through things and materials that tell a story about them, that they especially care about etc.  

2. Give the children keywords for the presentation, such as: “when I´m at home or outside the school, I like to do this 

or that”, “Maybe only my family know that I´m quite good at this or that”, “In my family we like to do this or that”, “I 

have been travelling to this or that place”, “In our class I could be helpful to my  classmates by doing this or that”, 

“In school I prefer  lessons on this or that, because..” etc.  

3. Make a presentation schedule together with the children, ensuring that the sequence of presentations alternates 

between children who   are usually very visible and recognized in the group – and children who tend to be 

somehow excluded.   

4. Make sure that the “Star of the Week” has proper time to prepare the presentation. 

5. Tell the rest of the group to prepare words/concepts that describe the “Star of the Week” in a positive way, for 

instance “considerate”, “fair” etc. Thus, the other children prepare a feedback for the “Star of the Week”, presenting 

each word/concept and the reason why it had been chosen”.  

6. Use the same way to give your own feedback to the “Star of the Week”. 

7. Be sure to put all the words, including yours, within the individual presentation cardboard – possibly in a colourful 

way. 

8. If possible, make a presentation wall or “frieze” for all the presentations. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. After all presentations, ask the children if they learned something new about each other. 

2. Ask the children to expand on what may be new about their classmates. 

3. Ask the children to explain – if possible – why they have given their specific feedback to theirclassmates. 

! 
 Make sure that all children are making a presentation. 

 Make sure that all children get positive feedback from the other children, and that nobody is forgotten. 

 You may ask parents and other teachers to contribute to the “Star of the Week” with ideas and activities. Parents 

may help finding pictures and other presentation materials. Other teachers may contribute with a positive feedback 

as well. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Mhtconsult, Henning Schultz 
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AGE: 8–10 

20 MY SECRET FRIEND 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 contact, ice-breaking, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 mutual recognition, confidence building, emotional intelligence, inclusion 

AIM  

 to train children’s ability to show attention, devotion, care and responsibility for each other 

 to break usual cliques among children and connect them in new teams 

 to train children’s creativity and stimulate their own ideas to express an inclusive behaviour. 

 to strengthen children´s mutual awareness of differences of background and capacities  

TIME 

Long-term activity that should include a week time for each new team 

MATERIALS 

post-its or similar material 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The class teacher or the teacher team makes a list of all children in the class. 

2. The class teacher/teacher team prepares a new list by splitting the class into pairs. The children are not linked 

randomly. They should be composed from the “centre-periphery” principle. This means that “centre” children, in 

the “limelight” and popular in the class, are put together with “periphery” children who are more invisible and 

unnoticed and have few friends or contacts with the other children.  

3. After selecting and pairing the most significant “centre” and “periphery” children, the class teacher/teachers group 

the rest of the children ensuring that each pair consists of children who are not part of the same cliques in daily 

life (if possible).  

4. As the next step, the class teacher informs the children that they are going to have a secret friend in the time to 

come. The teacher explains to the children that a secret friend is a person who takes good care of them, perhaps 

leaves small presents on his/her friend’s desk, holds the doors, brings them into  fun games, says nice 

compliments, smiles and says hello in the morning etc. But the very important idea is that the secret friend acts 

very discreetly not to be discovered immediately. 

5. Afterwards, the teacher hands out small secret notes to each of the children, telling them if they A) are going to 

have a secret friend in the next week – or B) if they are going to be someone´s secret friend and who this person 

will be.     

6. The first round of secret friends takes place during one week from Monday to Friday (or other days, if more 

convenient). 

7. After the week, the children with a secret friend are going to guess who may be their secret friends and give 

examples of where they experienced to get more attention and care. 

8. In a second round of secret friends, the roles are changed in a way that the children are paired in new ways, 

following as much as possible the principle of “centre-periphery”. 

  

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. In the final follow-up, let the children, 1 by 1, give 1–3 keywords on how the experienced to have a secret friend. 

2. Let the children sum up how the nice experiences of being and having a secret friend could be maintained and 

continued in the class community. 

3. Let the children reflect on and describe what was the most important and the most positive experience about 

having a secret friend as well as being a secret friend for somebody. 

!   
 Make sure that the children understand the importance of keeping their task as secret friends really secret – not 

telling even their best friends about it. 

 Make sure that the children are not going to complain or show discomfort or irritation, when they see the name of 

the person to whom they are going to be the secret friend.    

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

This activity has been adapted by mhtconsult from a well-known adult’s game, being used in many workplaces at 

Christmas time, but it also appears in other versions and descriptions of children´s activities, described for instance the 

Danish organisation: Children’s Welfare in Denmark (Børns Vilkår I Danmark). 
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AGE: 7–10 

21 LET’S BE AN UNBREAKABLE CHAIN 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 cooperation, interaction, creativity, movement 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, confidence building, responsibility 

AIM  

 to help children learn how to cooperate to achieve a common result 

 to illustrate how each child can contribute to common tasks and have an impact on the outcome 

TIME 

5 minutes for each round of the activity, about 15-20 minutes overall 

MATERIALS 

a bag with the children’s names on separate pieces of paper  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher has a bag or basket with small pieces of paper showing the name of all the children in the class. It is 

important that children cannot see the names. 

2. The teacher explains the students how they are going to play a chain game: each child draws a note from the 

bag/basket. If a child pulls the note with her/his own name, the note is put back into the bag/basket, and a new 

note is drawn. NB: it is forbidden to comment in any way on the name on the note, neither positively nor negatively. 

It is also forbidden to show the name to the others. 

3. When all children have drawn a note, they go to find the schoolmate whose name appeared on their note – and put 

the right arm under his/her left arm, so to form a chain. The activity is completed when all children stand 

connecting each other through their arm forming continuous chain or perhaps two chains. 

4. NB: another rule is that children should be silent. They would not be allowed to talk during the activity. They should 

cooperate to build the chain without a word.  

5. The teacher measures the time used by the children to form the chain/chains. If anyone speaks, the teacher adds 

5 minutes on top of the time.  

6. The activity can be repeated 2-3 times to allow children to improve their performance time. The better the children 

cooperate in finding each other and forming the chain in silence, the faster they achieve the common result: chain 

building in short time.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1.  Ask the children what they think was the most difficult part of the game. 

2.   Let the children reflect on the “good practice” of forming a common chain fast.  

!     
 Make sure that children understand that it is not allowed to show any displeasure or special delight when picking 

the name of a schoolmate.  

 

 Make sure that all children really understand what to do and how to do it, when forming the chain.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

The Organisation Children’s Welfare in Denmark (Børns Vilkår I Danmark) / www.bornsvilkar.dk 
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AGE: 8–10 

22 WHAT VALUES DO WE SHARE? 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 cooperation, interaction, creativity, movement 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, confidence building, responsibility 

AIM  

 to create awareness on shared values in terms of inclusion, mutual recognition, mobbing, conflict resolution etc. 

 to strengthen children’s ability of negotiating and finding shared solutions of problems in the class. 

TIME 

around 25–30 minutes per round  

MATERIALS 

an even number of large cartons (A1 or A2), 2 cartons per round, thick speed markers 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher writes 2 contradictory statements on separate cardboards for the first round of the activity. They 

should be words of special relevance and importance for the welfare of the class, for instance special challenges. 

Contradictory statements may be:  

 Our class is much divided into cliques. 

 No one is excluded in our class. 

 In our class we always help each other to accomplish our tasks. 

 In our class, there is a strong competition to be the best. 

2. The 2 cardboards with contradictory statements are placed in each end of the room, as far from each other as 

possible.  

3. The children place themselves between the statements. The more each child agrees with one of the statements, 

the closer s/he stands on the relevant cardboard. The children may spread throughout a line between the 2 

contradictory cardboards.  

4. The teacher asks the children why they have chosen their individual position and incites   them also to reason on 

their choice – and especially, what kind of values the statements represent, their impact on the class and learning 

environment etc.  

5. As a next step, the teacher asks the children to suggest possible solutions to the challenges and situations that the 

children are describing, for instance how to deal with a very competitive environment. 

6. The activity may be repeated with new contradictory statements with special relevance to well-being, togetherness, 

inclusion and recognition in the class. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1.  After all presentations, ask the children if they learned something new about each other. 

2. Ask the children if it was difficult to separate themselves from the majority, by standing rather alone on a position. 

3. Ask the children if they preferred to follow the others, when choosing position etc.  

!   
 This activity can easily be adjusted to different age groups, by choosing words and statements mathcing the 

group´s cognitive, conceptual, emotional and linguistic level. 

 Make sure that none of the children feel too exposed, when they are argumenting for a position between the 

statements that may differ from the majority of the class.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Adapted from the Organisation Children’s Welfare in Denmark (Børns Vilkår I Danmark) / www.bornsvilkar.dk 
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AGE: 4–10 

23 OUR COMMON FRIEND 

  
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, contact, interaction, ice-breaking 

KEY WORDS 

 inclusion, confidence building, team feeling, diversity 

AIM  

 to get to know each other in the group 

 to allow even shy children to speak about themselves 

TIME 

15 minutes (depending on the group size) 

MATERIALS 

toy (e.g. teddy-bear or any other small and sympathetic toy) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit in a coil, together with the teacher who starts the activity. 

2. All the people in the coil can name the toy (or the teacher can do this) - e.g. Benny 

3. Tell Benny your name and tell him some of your features, e.g.: I am Mary, I am always curious.  

4. Give the toy to the child next to you. S/he repeats the details about you to Benny and then adds his/her own name 

and feature.  

5. The next child repeats the information passed on from the previous one and add his/her own, and so on.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

The toy is given the role of a listener and this should help children to feel comfortable to tell about themselves, even 

those who are usually shy. The children look at the toy, but they listen to their peers and get to know each other better. 

! 
 This activity can be changed by introducing animals: the students will name an animal whose initial letter is the 

same as the initial letter of their name. Then they will name an animal that they feel could represent them. For 

instance: “I am Mary, with m like mammoth, but I am rather like a cat.” 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Distinc Project 
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AGE: 4–7 

24 THE WEB 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, communication, contact, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 inclusion, team feeling, diversity, intercultural understanding 

AIM  

 to show that we have more in common than we think 

 to emphasize that we can have the same interests and so we can all be friends and have common topics to share 

TIME  

15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

scissors and a very long string (each child should have 3 pieces of ca. 50 cm) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask one child what s/he likes to do.  

2. Ask the other students which of them likes the same thing. Give each of the children who share the same interests 

a piece of string. The strings are held by them and by the first child, therefore creating a connection between them.  

3. Ask another child, who may also be one of those already “connected”, to tell what s/he likes to do and distribute 

the strings as before to connect those with the same interests. Continue until all children have expressed what 

they like and have used the strings to connect with their peers.   

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

At the end, all the children should be connected. Make the children reflect on how we are all connected by common 

interests, as a web of people that like the same things. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

       DISTINC Project 
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AGE: 7–10 

25 THE SUN OF FRIENDSHIP 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 inclusion, team feeling, diversity, intercultural understanding, social competence 

AIM  

 to show that everybody can have a friend 

 to realize that we all have common features that we like 

 to show that no one is left behind within the group 

TIME 

10–15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

big yellow circles of paper – one for each group, narrow piece of papers representing sunrays, markers or pencils. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Split the class into groups of 4–5 students. 

2. Give each group a circle, some rays (one or two for each student) and some pencils. 

3. Ask the children to write on the rays any feature that their friend should have. One feature on each ray. Please, 

make sure that children will work individually, but will communicate within their own group, so that features would 

not be repeated within one group. 

4. Collect all rays and swap them from one group to another. 

5. Ask the children to build a sun by using the rays they have received.  

6. Ask the students to read the text on their sunrays and let them find out if they have some of the features written on 

them. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Of course they have! So each child can be someone’s friend! 

!   
 If you know that you have some special kid in your class (e.g. with very specific features or very shy or withdrawn), 

you can increase the number of rays as this will give those students more chances to find a feature that would 

apply to them. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

DISTINC Project 
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AGE: 6–10 

26 HAPPY BIRTHDAY SONGS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, art 

KEY WORDS 

  

AIM  

 to explore cultural differences and/or similarities related to birthday songs 

 to help students recognize different languages 

 to make children enjoy pronouncing words in different languages  

 to create a relaxed and joyful learning atmosphere by means of music and singing 

TIME 

20–30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

birthday card, audio files with birthday songs in different languages, possibly including the family language of those 

children in the class who have a different cultural background, laptop, possibly with external speakers to amplify the 

sound, geographical map (Europe and /or other continents according to the country of origin of the birthday songs that 

the teacher will use).    

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Show the children the birthday card and do not tell them that you are showing a birthday card. Ask them instead to 

guess which card it is. 

2. Ask the children to remember the song they sing to celebrate their birthday and invite them to sing it all together.  

3. Use your laptop and play the birthday song into another language. Ask the children to guess the language. Then, 

confirm the language and show where it is spoken (the country or countries where the language is spoken) on the 

map. Repeat with other language versions. 

4. Invite the children to listen carefully to one birthday song in a different language than their own and to sing it along 

the audio file (you are going to play it again), trying to imitate the language. Allow them to have fun and enjoy 

singing.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION  

1. While children may enjoy and have fun imitating the sounds of a language, lead them towards respecting each 

language for what it is by inviting them to value it as important as their own. If they make fun of some sounds, tell 

them that their own language may appear fun to children speaking another language. Let them understand the 

difference between enjoying and having fun with a language or considering it ridiculous instead.   

2. Let the children notice how similar or different the birthday songs can be and that we all have in common singing to 

celebrate.     

! 
 When children will sing along with the audio file, tell them that it is not important that they pronounce the exact 

words they hear in the song; they are just expected to try to imitate the sound.   

 Birthday song audio files can be easily found on internet. Just search for “birthday song in...(French, Greek, 

Finnish...” 

 The activity can be expanded by detecting within each song the word that means “birthday”. Previous to the 

activity, you can make the research by yourself and prepare the words on strips of papers.  

 Google translator can help. When the children detect the word, ask them to speak it out and then show the word 

on the piece of paper you had previously prepared. At the end of the session, ask the children to put their hands 

close to their mouth and whisper in their hands the word they liked most. Then tell them to speak out that word, 

very loud, each child his/her own word, all together, while “sending” the word towards the ceiling (with a gesture 

that mimes “launching” the words to the ceiling).  Eventually, tell them that all those nice words will remain on the 

ceiling, ready to be taken and used each time they want.      

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Inspired to “The Digital Children’s Folksongs for Language and Cultural Learning” www.folkdc.eu 

Adaptation: The Mosaic Art and Sound 

 

 

http://www.folkdc.eu/
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AGE: 6–10 

27 THE IMPROVISING CIRCLE 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction, art 

KEY WORDS 

  

AIM  

 to acquire listening awareness 

 to develop the ability of listening to others  

 to free singing and sound production in a group 

 to develop music communication  

TIME 

50 minutes 

MATERIALS 

No materials are required, but it is necessary to have enough space to allow for two concentric circle of standing 

children. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The children sing a song that they all know very well. It could be Frères Jacques or any other simple song. They 

sing it gently three or four times, all together, until, by adjusting their voice, they feel confident with it. 

2. Then, the group is split into two groups.  One group form a circle and is in the centre of the room, the other group 

form a circle around it, so that there are two concentric circles. 

3. The participants in the inner circle will sing Frères Jacques, very gently (piano) several times until the end and 

those in the outer circle, around them, will improvise by making any kind of sound with their voice or by beating on 

parts of their the body (sh...sh...  tra... tra... boom..boom..., drumming on the body...) to form an accompaniment to 

the song that is sung by the inner circle.   

4. The two circles perform their part together during which each participant listen carefully to his/her own voice/sound 

as well as to the sound and singing of his/her peers. The teacher stops them gently after 10 minutes. 

5. In the next step, the two circles are still concentric, but they swap their part, thus the outer circle goes inside and 

sings Frères Jacques and the inner circle goes outside and improvises with accompanying sounds. The teacher 

stops them gently after 10 minutes. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

 

1. Ask the children if listening to the others was easy and natural for them. 

2. Were they able to listen to the whole and to their own voice/sound at the same time? 

3. Do they think that they were able to from a harmonic whole? 

4. Would they have liked to go on with the performance a little longer? 

5. Could they feel a sense of unity among them, deriving from listening intently to each other?  

6. Was the way they were singing or producing sounds influenced by the others’ sound?  

7. Could they feel that their voice/sound was influencing the others’ performance?  

8. Is it a nice feeling being part of a whole?  

9. Was the performance enchanting in its own way and why? 

!  
 Make sure that children in both circles will start singing and producing sounds very quietly, almost silently, and then 

will experience different dynamics through piano and forte.  

 It is possible to expand the activity by introducing simple music instruments to be distributed to the children. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Inspired to “A.L.I.C.E.” Grundtvig project and adapted for “Stronger Children” (The Mosaic Art And Sound) 
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AGE: 6-10 

28 A SONG AND A STORY 

 
KEY WORDS 

 communication, creative, art 

AIM  

 to get students acquainted with other cultures through songs 

 to free the expression and imagination within a group  

 to foster students’ creativity 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

a song in a language different from the language spoken by the children 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Children are divided into four or five groups (minimum of 5 children, maximum of 10) and the whole class listens to 

a song from the FOLK DC audio files twice. The teacher does not reveal the song’s country of origin or what the 

song is about. 

2. The teacher asks the students what feelings the music inspires in them. Is the music sad, sweet or/and energetic? 

Or what colour or object does it inspire? Children express their feelings and within their group, they start imagining 

a setting/story/situation that the song may be about. They are encouraged to work collaboratively and to feel free 

to express their fantasies. 

3. One child in each group will write down the ‘story’ the group thought up. They have 15 minutes to do this part of 

the activity. One child in each group reads the story the group has prepared, to the whole class. 

4. When all the groups have read their stories, the teacher tells them about the song, something about its country of 

origin, and reads the song's lyrics to the class. 

5. Children can then listen to the song again, add to their story/situation based on the lyrics and do a drawing that the 

new information has inspired.  

6. The students can draw and colour episodes or characters from their own story or from the story/ situation in the 

lyrics of the song. 

 When selecting the song, do your best to guess which song may meet a child’s taste. 

 Songs can be easily downloaded from internet. 

 The students can draw and colour episodes or characters from their own story or from the story/ situation 

in the lyrics of the song. 

 

   HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

 

Are students curious of other languages? 

 

Do they like to expand their knowledge of languages and cultures different from their own? 

What could be the benefits of learning new languages and cultures in terms of social competences? 

Have they ever thought that children going to live to a new country need to imagine and guess the content of 

dialogues, songs and stories told in a language that they do not know...until they learn the new idiom?  

!   
 When selecting the song, do your best to guess which song may meet a child’s taste. 

 The students can draw and colour episodes or characters from their own story or from the story/ situation 

suggested in the lyrics of the song. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

“The Digital Children’s Folksongs for Language and Cultural Learning”  
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AGE: 4–8 

29 EMOTION PICTURES 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, creative  

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, confidence building 

AIM 

● to know about the different emotions 

● recognize emotions in others 

● develop an understanding of different situations causing different emotions 

● to know how different emotions feel like 

TIME 

20–30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

papers, crayons 

 

PROCEDURE  

     1.   The group sits in a circle and the children get papers and crayons. 

2.  The teacher describes different situations and the children paint how they feel in these situations. 

3.   Explain different situations, e.g.: 

● “I have received a new toy.” 

● “Tomorrow I am going to the dentist.” 

● “My brother/sister disturbs me when I play.” 

● “I am alone in a dark room.” 

● “I am going to the cinema with my parents.” 

● “My favourite toy has broken.” 

4.  After painting the emotions the children show their emotions. 

5.  Give the children the possibility to explain the emotions with words (or with smaller children to learn the right words).    

Maybe they find good descriptions with adjectives so that can define the emotions. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Ask how the children felt playing the game. Did they feel these emotions (sad, happy, angry etc.) before? If so, do they 

want to describe the situation when they had felt like this? Did they recognize the emotions of the others? How did they 

feel seeing their friend(s) happy/sad etc.? With older children: What do they do if someone has strong feelings like 

sadness, anger? 

!   
 You can also show the children real pictures of situations or emotions to give them an impulse. Maybe imitate the 

emotions too, so that the children can learn by a model. 

 Carry on with exercise ”Show your emotions” 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

“Stronger children – less violence” project 2009-2011 – Daphne Programme, Project Nr.   

JLS/2008-1/DAP-204. Adaptation: TVV e.V.  
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AGE: 4–10 

30 SHOW YOUR EMOTIONS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, role play 

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings 

AIM 

● to show different emotions 

● to be able to recognize and distinguish emotions in others 

● to develop empathy 

TIME 

15–20 minutes 

MATERIALS 

- 

PROCEDURE 

1. Make a circle with the children. 

2. Explain to the children that you will read out different emotional situations and they have to portray them. 

3. Example situations: 

● Someone has taken away your favourite toy. 

● You have stumbled and fall down, you are injured. 

● It is your birthday. 

● You go on holiday with your parents. 

● Your friend is pulling your hair. 

● Your best friend is playing with someone else. 

● You look at a book and someone is disturbing you. 

● You are in a big supermarket and you cannot see your parents. 

● You are in your bed alone and there is a thunder storm. 

4. Children can play a little quiz about guessing emotions: one child thinks of an emotion and acts it out. The other 

children have to guess what the emotion was. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Ask how the children felt playing the game. Did they feel these emotions (sad, happy, angry etc.) before? If yes, do 

they want to describe the situation when they had felt like this? Did they recognize the emotions of the others? How did 

they feel seeing their friend(s) happy/sad etc.? With older children: What do they do if someone has strong feelings like 

sadness, anger etc.? 

!  

 Ask the children for some more situations and emotions. 

 Monitor what emotions are shown and ask/discuss with children, especially if there is a shown emotion that seems 

unexpected or is unclear. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

“Stronger children – less violence” project 2009-2011 – Daphne Programme, Project Nr. JLS/2008-1/DAP-204. 

Adaptation: TVV e.V. 
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AGE: 5–10 

31 FEELING GOOD 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, creative, art 

KEY WORDS 

● emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings 

AIM 

● to recognize correlation between positive and negative feelings 

● to provide children with an opportunity to identify and discuss with others in the group their negative emotions, to 

encourage dialogue 

● to discuss how negative emotions can be turned into positive ones 

● to recognize ways of transforming negative into positive emotions 

TIME 

35–45 minutes 

 

MATERIALS 

paper, crayons 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move freely. 

3. Describe that they will first think of a negative emotion. 

4. Hand out paper and crayons of different colours to the children. Ask children to draw on half of the page only. Ask 

children before they start drawing what emotion they will draw. 

5. Examples of negative emotions: being annoyed, crying, screaming, despair, fear, revenge etc. Give them 5 

minutes to think and draw. 

6. Then, discuss the drawings with the group with regard to how a negative feeling can be changed into a positive 

feeling (What could be done?). 

7. Then, allow another 5 minutes for children to draw the positive emotions on the other half of the page, the opposite 

of the emotions they have chosen previously. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Ask why did they choose exactly this negative emotion? Was it easy to transform from negative to positive? What can 

they do to get out of the negative emotion? Is it difficult to get out of a negative emotion sometimes? What has helped 

them before? What do they usually do (e.g. get to their room, scream, get out and play…)? What can they do to help 

others to get out of the negative emotion?  

!  

 Stress that negative emotions are part of our feelings but that it is helpful to learn strategies to overcome them. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

“Stronger children – less violence” project 2009-2011 – Daphne Programme, Project Nr. JLS/2008-1/DAP-204. 

Adaptation: TVV e.V. 
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AGE: 4–10 

32 ZONES OF MY BODY 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, contact 

KEY WORDS 

● personality traits, needs and rights, confidence building, emotions, feelings 

AIM 

● to show that everybody has individual places where they do not like to be hit 

● to know your own boundaries and to identify violations of these 

● to gain self-awareness and self-confidence 

TIME 

20–30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

Chart paper and markers (at least red and black) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher draws the outlines of a child on a big piece of paper. 

2. Explain to children that they will mark those places with a colourful marker on the child on the paper, where they 

should not hit each other. The aim is to make it visible for all children. Make sure that the children understand 

everything clearly. 

3. Ask the children to identify where they would not like to be hit during playtime or contact sports. 

4. Put a red cross or a dot on the paper according to the children’s answers. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children how they feel when they are hit in those places? Why does it make them feel like that? Is it 

important or not to say to others where I do not like to be hit? What does it mean to respect those places? 

2. After reflection try to train the children to tell someone in a right way where they do not like to be hit. Repeat it for 

two or three times. 

!  

 Hang up the poster in the classroom so that the children can keep in mind and remember their boundaries.  

 Carry on with “Fair fight”. 

 

SOURCE OF THE EXERCISE 

Sommer, Jan (2007): Alles über gute und schlechte Gefühle. Ein Gewalt-Deeskalationstraining für Vorschul- und 

Grundschulkinder. Jena. Adaptation: TVV e.V., DE. 
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AGE: 7–10 

33 FAIR FIGHT 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, interaction, role play 

KEY WORDS 

● emotions, feelings, social competence, understanding violence, fair fight, needs and rights 

AIM 

● to learn how to apply what they have learnt about themselves in the game “Zones of my Body” through an 

engaging activity 

● to train to set boundaries 

● to emphasize the importance of setting boundaries and saying “STOP” 

● to learn accepting and respecting boundaries of others 

● to learn and accept rules for bickering with somebody in a way that nobody will get hurt 

TIME 

25–35 minutes 

MATERIALS 

Soft foam sticks (e.g. thermal insulations for pipes), swimming noodles or balloons – Take care!  

Test them in advance with your colleagues. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher introduces soft foam sticks, swimming noodles or balloons to play the “fair fight”. 

2. The group sits in a circle. The teacher asks two children who want to get into the centre of this circle. 

3. If you didn’t use “Zones of my body” before this exercise, the children have to determine rules and no-hit zones for 

the fight so that it will be a fair fight. 

4. The teacher explains the situation: “You really want to do a fair fight for fun (they have to use the foam sticks, 

swimming noodles or balloons) and it is not allowed to hurt the partner. You know the rules, your no-hit zones and 

your feelings. Please ask your partner, where s/he doesn’t want to be hit. You should learn to keep the rules in 

mind.” 

5. If one of the partners is violated or feels uncomfortable they have to say “stop”. 

6. Once the rules are set, the other children observe precisely the situation and give a feedback after the fight. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Ask the children what happened. Where there any violations of the rules? Was it a fair fight? Why is it necessary to 

establish rules beforehand? How did the “fighters” feel? How was it to keep the rules in mind? What could be 

improved? Are more rules necessary? Have the children experienced previous situations where a playful fight became 

an unfair fight? How difficult is it to stop someone?  

! 
 It is advisable to carry out the “Zones of my body” exercise first. But both exercises can be used independently 

from each other. Using this exercise independently you should determine rules for fair fighting with the children 

before starting the fight. 

 Before starting reflection you can use a short relaxing exercise so that the children calm down. 

 Carry on with exercise “Reflecting on fair fight game” 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Sommer, Jan (2007): Alles über gute und schlechte Gefühle. Ein Gewalt-Deeskalationstraining für Vorschul- und 

Grundschulkinder. Jena. Adaptation: TVV e.V., DE  
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AGE: 7–10 

34 POWER OR VIOLENCE–A LOOK BEHIND THE SCENE 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

● emotions, feelings, understanding violence, fair fight 

AIM 

● to show children how easy it is to cross the line between a game and violence 

● to accept and respect the feelings of another person 

TIME 

20–30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

rope or adhesive tape 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher draws a line on the floor using rope/tape and then divides the group into pairs. The children can form 

pairs by themselves or the teacher determines the pairs. 

2. Then each pair has to stand face to face along the line on the floor. 

3. The children put the palms of their hands together and move one or two steps back until they rest on each other. 

4. In this position the children try to force their partner slowly (not too forcefully)) back while holding on with the 

hands. 

5. The rule is that nothing unwanted happens. Nobody should be hurt physically and mentally. It is just allowed to 

force the partner slowly back with the hands. The teacher and the children have the right to say “stop” at any 

moment of the exercise. 

6. After a couple of minutes stop the game and ask the children: 

a. How did you feel playing the game? 

b. What happened? 

c. Was it a fair game? If not, why? 

d. What is your wish for the next round? 

7. With the results of the first try, start the exercise again. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

After the second attempt debrief again: What happened now? Was there any violence? What did you observe? Did you 

feel the game was fairer? What could be observed additionally? How did you feel when your partner was 

stronger/weaker? Who had the most fun – the stronger or the weaker one?  

!  

 Before starting reflection you can use a short relaxing exercise so that the children calm down. 

 Carry on with exercise “Reflecting on fair fight game” 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Sommer, Jan (2007): Alles über gute und schlechte Gefühle. Ein Gewalt-Deeskalationstraining für Vorschul- und 

Grundschulkinder. Jena. Adaptation: TVV e.V., DE. 
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AGE: 7–10 

35 REFLECTING ON FAIR FIGHTS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication 

KEY WORDS 

● emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, social competence, responsibility, understanding violence, fair fight 

AIM 

● to solve conflict and manage tension 

● to empower children to talk freely about their feelings 

TIME 

10–30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

paper 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Shortly after one of the ‘fight’-exercises or after a short relaxing exercise, the teacher asks the children to sit in a 

circle. 

2. Discuss with the children, how fair the fights had been? 

3. Discuss with the children if “fights” can ever be fair – what makes it fair? 

4. Are there fights that are not fair? 

5. Are fights always “physical”? 

6. Is it easy to assess whether a fight is for fun, fair or not (e.g. children fighting in the playground) 

7. What can children do if they witness a fight? 

8. Make a list of what to do if a fight gets out of hand with children. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. What happened during the fights? What could you observe? 

2. What did you (not) like? 

3. Are more rules necessary? What can be improved? 

4. What will you do when you get into a conflict? What did you learn? 

!  

 It is advisable to play “Fair Fight” or “Power or Violence” beforehand in order to maximize the effect of the exercise. 

 Before starting the exercise you can use a short relaxing exercise so that the children calm down a little bit. 

 

 

 

SOURCE OF THE EXERCISE 

“Stronger children – less violence” project 2009-2011 – Daphne Programme, Project Nr. JLS/2008-1/DAP-204. 

Adaptation: TVV e.V.. 
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AGE: 9–10 

36 BEING IN YOUR SHOES 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 cooperation, communication, creativity,  art 

KEY WORDS 

● emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, conflict management, social competence, understanding violence 

AIM 

● to emphasize the importance of listening and being sensitive to one another within a group 

● to simulate an imaginary situation of violence and constructively find a way to deal with it 

● to learn to change a point of view 

● to develop empathy 

TIME 

45–60 minutes 

MATERIALS 

paper, crayons 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Divide the children into groups of 2 or 4. 

2. The children are asked to imagine a situation in which a person was being annoyed and treated badly for a long 

time. It is not important if the situation really happened or if they experienced it or just observed. It can be 

anonymous or fictional, if they want. 

3. Every group selects a situation. 

4. Once the group has a clear image of the situation, the children represent it through painting. 

5. After painting, every group presents its picture and explains it. 

6. Ask the rest of the class what they think about the picture. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Discuss in the class: was it difficult to think of a situation or this kind of situation is common? How did they feel during 

painting/looking at the picture? How can it happen that somebody is treated badly? What does the person feel in this 

situation? How do children perceive those who are treating other children badly? Why is it sometimes difficult to help 

the child who is treated badly? Are there ways to solve the problem – which ones? Which other situations do they 

know/have experienced? How did they get out of the situation? Who can help them, if they get into these situations? 

!  

 If an argument or fight for the same reasons is repeatedly taking place can lead to a first step towards bullying. 

This is why it is so important to make children aware of the mistreated child’s feelings. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Hillenbrand, C./Hennemann, T./Heckler-Schell, A. (2009): Lubo aus dem All. Vorschulalter. Programm zur 

Förderung sozial-emotionaler Kompetenzen. S. 81f. Adaptation: TVV e.V., DE. 
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AGE: 6–10 

37 NO BLAME APPROACH 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● interaction, cooperation, communication, art, role play 

KEY WORDS 

● understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, emotional intelligence, inclusion 

AIM 

● to help bullied children express their feelings and distress 

● to encourage taking responsibilities for one´s actions 

TIME 

30-45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      pencils, colours, white papers 

PROCEDURE 

1. Interview the victim with the aim of finding out how he or she feels. 

2. Ask the child to draw a picture or write something to communicate and express his/her distress. 

3. As the next step - with the child´s full knowledge and approval – the children involved in the bullying are gathered 

(including bystanders) together perhaps with some non-involved children. 

4. This group – not including the victim – will then be made aware of the victim´s distress. They are encouraged to 

take responsibility for their actions and to come up with ideas for making the bullied child feel better. 

 

 HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Make the bullying children as well as the other children in the group image themselves in the place of the victim. 

What would they feel, and what could they do etc.? 

2. Make the children reflect on bullying: why does it happen, who would be the victims and why? 

3. Make the children reflect on what is needed to avoid bullying. 

!  

 Be aware that the “No Blame Approach” may by mistake be viewed as a technique that condones bullying. Thus, it 

may also be described as the “Support Group Approach”. 

 This technique is used to tackle bullying in school. One of the most important things about this approach is the 

deliberate avoidance of accusations, blame and punishment.  

 Be aware that these are difficult reflections that may take a long time. 

 The group may vary in size from 2 to 10 children. 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU 

Commission as part of the Daphne Programme 
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AGE: 6–10 

38 ROBOT PORTRAIT 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● interaction, cooperation, communication, art, creative 

KEY WORDS 

● understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, emotional intelligence, inclusion, mutual 

awareness 

AIM 

● to allow children to see a bullying situation from all perspectives 

● to make children illustrate how they individually may experience - feel, think about and speak about – bullying 

TIME 

30–45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      cardboard, markers, glue, coloured paper 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Divide the class into three groups. 

2. Each group will represent a different role in a bullying situation – the bully, the victim and the spectators. 

3. Each group paints a large silhouette on cardboard to represent each role. 

4. Small cards are then placed on different parts of the body: in the head, what that person might think / in the hands, 

what that person might do / at the mouth, what that person might say / in the heart, what that person might feel. 

5. Once finished, all three roles are presented, compared and later discussed in the class. 

  

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Make the children reflect on the different roles and express what they associate with each role/character in the 

bullying situation: why do the characters think, do, say and feel, what was expressed during the play?  

2. Make the children reflect on what is needed to avoid bullying. 

!  

 Be aware that the children may need long time to reflect on the role play and what to think, say, do and feel in the 

different roles. All children should have sufficient time to this reflection in order to learn from the exercise and play. 

 

 SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU 

Commission as part of the Daphne Programme. 
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AGE: 6–10 

39 WHAT COULD HAVE HAPPENED HERE? 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● art, creativity 

KEY WORDS 

● understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management 

AIM 

● to allow children to see a bullying situation from all perspectives 

● to make children illustrate how they experience, feel, think of and tell about bullying 

TIME 

20–40 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      picture book/story, paper, coloured pencils 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Read out the story to the children, but do not complete it, so the students will not know the end of the story. The 

story should be related to acts of violence and/or bullying.   

2. When you will stop reading, before the end of the story, tell the children to make a painting/drawing of how the 

story may end.  

3. Clarify that there is no “right” or “wrong” ending. Explain to the children that they will choose individually how they 

want the story will evolve. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Make children reflect on similarities and differences in the endings and conclusions they developed for the story. 

Let the children report to each other on what made them choose their individual endings and which feelings the 

story raised.  

2. Make the children discuss on how many situations depends on people´s reactions and on how they choose to act, 

for instance in a violent or non-violent way. 

!  

 This exercise may be used to illustrate and reflect on various kinds of topics beyond violence and bullying. The 

distinctiveness of this approach is that children autonomously create solutions and conclusions to given situations. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU Commission as part 

of the Daphne Programme 
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AGE: 5–8 

40 THE PENGUIN GAME 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● cooperation, communication, interaction, contact, movement 

KEY WORDS 

● confidence building, trust, team feeling, inclusion 

AIM 

● to promote cooperation and responsibility within the group 

● to strengthen mutual awareness and care among children 

● to make a group work together and value community and interdependency. 

● to strengthen the ability in children to distinguish between what they like and what they do not like. 

TIME 

15–20 minutes 

MATERIALS 

       big sheet of paper, cartoon “sun” (optional) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to stand on the sheet, placed on the floor. 

2. Make sure that everybody is comfortable and has enough space to move. 

3. Introduce the children to the game be telling the following story: “You are penguins on this ice floe, and suddenly 

the ice floe begins to move towards warmer water”. 

4. Now ask the children what will happen to the ice floe when the sun shines stronger on it.  

5. When the children have given the right answer to the question, i.e. that the ice begins to melt, start to tear off 

pieces from the edge of the sheet. 

6. At the same time, explain that the goal of the game is to ensure that nobody falls into the water, since the water is 

filled with dangerous sharks! 

7. Keep cutting off pieces of paper until three of the children would fall into the water (it is important that more than 

one penguin falls, so that there would not be only one child “lost” into the water). 

8. Repeat the game regularly in different sessions to improve the results.   

 

 HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1.  Share the experience of the game in a direct and simple way and reflect with the children on what happened, and 

how they felt about it. Do not go into very deep reflections, but ask direct and descriptive questions such as: 

2.  What happened? 

3.  How did the children try to avoid that the classmates would fall into the water? 

4.  How did the children feel about the situation, when the ice floe broke and classmates fell into the water?  

5.  What was fun, what was not so funny? 

6.  How could the children cooperate, so that no classmates would fall into the water next time they will try the game – 

ideas and suggestions for practice etc.  

!  

 Make sure to create a proper atmosphere where the children feel comfortable about sharing their feelings. 

 Clarify to the children that the game is not about losers and winners. It is merely about cooperation, on how to 

avoid that any penguin would fall into the water.  

  Clarify that the game is about inclusion and not about exclusion, for instance by explaining that it is not a 

competition on staying on the ice floe. It is a collective and common task to make all penguins “survive”. 

 Ensure also that it is understood that all children are equally important. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU Commission as 

part of the Daphne Programme. Sommer, Jan (2007): “Alles über gue und schlechte Gefühle”. Jena 
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AGE: 5–10 

41 NEGOTIATING A CONTRACT 

  
TYPE OF PLAY 

● cooperation, communication, interaction, contact, art 

KEY WORDS 

● team feeling, needs and rights, confidence building, conflict management, social competences, inclusion 

AIM 

● to establish common rules for  training, cooperation and socialization among  children / within a class or a group 

● to strengthen children´s awareness and ability to describe their needs and requirements regarding their common 

training and social activities   

● to strengthen children´s mutual responsibility and respect  

TIME 

 35–45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      big sheet of paper, example of a contract and examples of rules, for instance in form of pictures 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit in a circle around the big sheet of paper, placed in the middle. 

2. Explain to the children that they are going to make common rules for the training, the cooperation and for the way 

they interact as a group.. Ask the children if they understand the word/concept of rule, and give simple examples   

that all the children can understand. 

3. Ask the children to make common rules for their training and cooperation. Tell them to draw or write rules on the 

big sheet.  

4. Ensure that all rules mentioned are clear to everybody in the group. 

5. As teacher/educator/trainer you may also add rules, if they will have not been mentioned by the children.  

6. Go through all the drawn/written rules on the sheet to ensure that the children really agree to the rules. 

7. As a last point, all children, as well as you, sign the rules on the sheet.  Afterwards you will put the sheet on a wall, 

where everybody can read the common contract.   

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

 After writing the contract, let the children give feedback on the process:  

 Do they see the point of making common rules – why, why not? 

 Were they involved in the process – why, why not? 

 Were they comfortable when addressing issues about the contract?  If not, why?  

 Did they feel that they had a fair opportunity to express their needs and requirements for common rules – why, why 

not? 

 How can they ensure that the common rules will be followed and respected? 

 What to do if someone doesn’t respect the common rules? 

!  

 Make sure to create a safe and relaxed atmosphere when starting the process, so to ensure that the children really 

pay attention to each other and to the task. 

 Make sure that children take into consideration each proposal of their peers and do not laugh or make fun of each 

other. All children should have a fair chance to contribute to the rules. 

 If any rule would be rejected by some students, help the children to make a fair negotiation to find a compromise. 

 Observe those silent children who seem to be afraid or nervous to be involved in the common process. Help them 

to partake in the game.   

 Make sure that some – or at least one – of the rules are focused on violence and bullying. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU Commission as 

part of the Daphne Programme. Sommer, Jan (2007): “Alles über gue und schlechte Gefühle”. Jena 
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AGE: 5–10 

42 DEFINITION OF VIOLENCE 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● interaction, cooperation, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● understanding violence, needs and rights, conflict management, social and emotional intelligence, fair fight 

AIM 

● to define violence from a child´s view 

● to create awareness of the concept of violence and of mutual recognition from children´s perspective 

TIME 

30–40 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      the group´s contract on rules of training and behaviour within the class (see Activity 41), blackboard (optional) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit in a circle around you. 

2. Use the “class contract”, produced previously, to introduce the activity. 

3. Start talking about the contract, highlighting the behaviour that should not exist during any activity – as decided by 

the children themselves who had made the rule. 

4. Highlight some keywords in the contract that may refer to matters of violence. Let the children briefly recall why 

these issues are mentioned in the contract.  

5. Expand the subject. 

6. Ask the children to reflect on the nature of violence. You may want to write keywords from the children´s 

explanations on the blackboard.  

7. Help the students agree on a common definition of violence, based on the common brainstorm and on your 

explanations. 

8. Repeat the definition of violence and clarify that there are different types of violence as this may be physical as 

well as psychological. 

9. Conclude that all kinds of violence hurt the victims. 

 

 HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Create a safe and relaxed atmosphere when starting the activity to ensure that the children pay attention to the 

discussion. 

2. Be aware of those silent children who seem to be afraid or nervous to engage in the common conversation. Help 

them to partake in the debate.   

 

Explain issues related to different types of violence in a direct, concrete and honest manner to raise children’s awareness of 

the topic, but also ensure that none of the children feel hurt, exposed or in any way involved publicly in personal stories of 

violence. These would need to be addressed in other contexts. Possible questions to incite debate:   

 Which feelings can be woken by violent acts? 

 Why does violence exist? Which roots may it have? 

 Why do some people, children or adults, behave violently? 

 What can you do in a group to prevent and fight violence? 

 What should be the rules to prevent violence? Do you need to add more rules to your contract? 

! 
 Be aware that some children may need more time than the others to verbalize their feelings about violence.  

 Help children to verbalize by using symbols/metaphors to express the feelings raised by violent actions. 

 Avoid information about actual experiences of violence to ensure that issues about violence can be defined and 

discussed on common, neutral basis, even if some children may have serious experiences of violence in their 

families, social environments or in school/preschool. 

 Keep discussion out of personal details.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU Commission as 

part of the Daphne Programme. Sommer, Jan (2007): “Alles über gue und schlechte Gefühle”. Jena 
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AGE: 6–10 

43 TAKE A STEP FORWARD 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● interaction, cooperation, communication, art, creativity 

KEY WORDS 

● understanding violence, needs and rights, emotional intelligence, confidence building, mutual awareness 

AIM 

● to give children an opportunity to discover and identify feelings about violence 

● to explore how violence affects each child´s emotions and to help them share these emotions with other children 

● to discuss and strengthen students’ awareness of how and why violence makes children feel bad, unhappy and 

miserable 

● to help children understand the meaning and concept of non-violence 

● to help children express their feelings in both a verbal and non verbal way 

TIME 

35–45 minutes 

 

MATERIALS 

paper and crayons 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move freely.  

3. Introduce the students to the game be explaining that they will need to paint and then talk about their paintings to 

the class. 

4. Check that all children are provided with paper and crayons in different colours. 

5. Announce the topic of the painting: “I feel bad, when people…” 

6. Explain to the children that they will have to continue this sentence, not through words but by painting what other 

people may do to make them feel bad.  

People hurting them may include other children as well as adults, family, friends or strangers. 

7. Let the children have 10 to 15 minutes to make their paintings and tell them not to talk or in any other way disturb 

each other during their painting process. 

8. When all children have finished, ask them to show, one by one, their paintings to the class and to explain what 

they wanted to express. Help the group understand what the individual child wants to tell.  

9. Let the children ask questions about the paintings. You may also do so, but children´s questions have to come 

first. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. After all children have presented their paintings, summarize the kind of violence that the students expressed. This 

sometimes may not seem as violence, yet anything that makes a person feel bad can be considered as an act of 

violence. Make the students reflect on this point of view.  

2. Let students tell on the different kinds of violence they gather from the paintings. 

3. Let them shortly reflect on the possibilities of avoiding, preventing and/or fighting the kinds of violence seen in the 

paintings. 

Ask the children if they can always prevent or avoid other people’s bad behaviour towards them.  Also ask how 

they can help each other to avoid or prevent violent actions.    

!  

 When starting the activity, create a safe and relaxed atmosphere to ensure that children pay attention to each 

other as well as to the task. 

 Lead the discussion in a way that no student is allowed to laugh or make fun of a peer while s/he presents her/his 

painting. Each child will need to have proper attention from all the other students. 

 Avoid too deep and complicated explanations for younger children. They may just loose attention and become 

unable to process long descriptions. One or two sentences about their paintings may be enough. The level of 

discussion should be adapted to the students’ linguistic and conceptual level. 

 You may also include pictures of violent situations like children´s own paintings from books or other drawings, etc. 
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 Children get their sense of safety from the attitudes and behaviours of adults, primarily from their parents and 

close family. How adults act and talk will have a direct impact on the emotional well-being of children. To ensure 

that no child feels exposed or ashamed because of this game and paintings, remember to always end discussing 

about violence with the reassurance that parents, caregivers, teachers and educators love their children and do 

their best to take care and protect them from being violated. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU 

Commission as part of the Daphne Programme. 

“Children and violence” - http://www.public.asu.edu/~dbodman/candv/   

“Talking to kids about fears and violence” - http://www.nmha.org/go/information/getinfo/children-s-mental-

health/talking-to-kids-about-fear-and-violence 

“How to talk to your kids about feelings” - http://www.parentingpress.com/violence/talk.html  

“Talking to kids about school violence” http://www.aboutourkids.org/articles/talking_kids_about_school_violence 

“Talking with kids about violence” - http://www.talkwithkids.org/violence.html 

„Детское насилие” - http://zdorovye.khakassia.ru/32/197.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nmha.org/go/information/getinfo/children-s-mental-health/talking-to-kids-about-fear-and-violence
http://www.nmha.org/go/information/getinfo/children-s-mental-health/talking-to-kids-about-fear-and-violence
http://www.aboutourkids.org/articles/talking_kids_about_school_violence
http://www.talkwithkids.org/violence.html
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AGE: 8–10 

44 CHILDREN’S RIGHTS: NEEDS AND WANTS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● cooperation, communication, interaction, ice-breaking 

KEY WORDS 

● feelings, needs and rights, responsibility, conflict management 

AIM 

● to work in groups 

TIME 

      30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

      pencils, paper, crayons 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Introduction and whole-class activity: ask the students about the things that they need every day and give them 

some examples such as food, drink, clothing, space to work or play, communication, health, transport, etc. Write 

up their suggestions on the board. 

2. Group activity: split the group into pairs and ask the students to write down, working in pairs, their suggestions 

under two headings, ´Needs´ and ´Wants´(It may be necessary to include an additional space for anything that the 

pupils feel doesn´t fit under Needs and Wants) The pairs then make a group of four and compare and discuss 

results. Is one list longer than the other? Why is that? Make a list of the pupils’ ideas on the board. Are there any 

areas where the pupils disagree? 

3. Plenary: ask the students to look at the list of needs. Encourage them to focus on things they really need to live. 

What do they think everyone has a right to? What is everyone entitled to? You may have to prompt the pupils to 

consider family, shelter, safety, education, play, medicine, friendships etc. Mark those needs that the whole class 

considers essential to survive. Should these be rights for all children or just for the children in the class? Are there 

any other things that all children should be entitled to? Collect all the pupils´ suggestions and write them on a 

chart, to be placed in a visible place in the classroom for use or reference in future lessons.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Introduction and whole-class activity: ask the pupils about the things that they need every day and give them some 

examples such as food, drink, clothing, space to work or play, communication, health, transport, etc. Write up their 

suggestions on the board. 

2. Conclude the exercise by asking children about their feeling on the exercise. 

!  

 Up to 10 children. 

 Make sure that you create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share feelings about their 

experience. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will be unable to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

www.oxfam.org.uk/education/resourcesrights/files/lesson1_needs_and_wants.pdf 
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AGE: 4–7 

45 HUGS MARATHON 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, contact 

KEY WORDS 

● emotions, feelings, confidence building, team feeling, relaxing 

AIM 

● to work in groups 

● to feel love and attentions 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Make two groups with equal numbers of children and place them face to face, far enough so they can move freely. 

The teacher explains that children of one group are going to walk with open arms to meet the partners opposite. 

They will do so when they hear the sound of a whistle that the teacher will use to mark the start. When each child 

will reach the opposite peer, s/he should give him/her a big hug. The students in the other group do not move and 

wait for their peers. 

2. Repeat the game by changing the roles, i.e. the group that was hugged, will now hug the other. 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

How did you feel about the game? 

!  

 Create a proper atmosphere to let children feel comfortable to share feelings about their experience. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will be unable to process long 

descriptions. 

 Ask children not to run or shout to avoid chaos in the classroom. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

http://www.waece.org/paz/dossier.php?dossieres=dossierconflictos 
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AGE: 3–6 

46 MY GOLDEN SHOE 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, communication, creativity, art 

KEY WORDS 

● emotional intelligence, emotions, feelings, team feeling, relaxing 

AIM 

● to work in a group 

● to value one’s growth 

TIME 

60 minutes 

MATERIALS 

old shoes: children will need to ask their parents to give them a shoe of when they were babies to bring to school; 

white glue, newspapers, tables 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Each child shows his/her baby shoe and puts it in the middle of the circle. 

3. The children compare the size of the baby shoe to the size of their current shoe. 

4. Let the children reflect on their growth and learning by thinking of how they were when they were babies and who 

they are now.   

5. The present shoes are symbolic indications of growth and development, as well as signs of identity. 

6. Tell the children that they are going to paint the baby shoes and that they will keep them in their room at home to 

remind them about their growth and their babyhood. 

7. Prepare a large table in the classroom and cover it with newspapers. 

8. Each child gives a layer of white glue outside and inside the shoe and lets it dry. 

9. When the shoes are dry, paint (the teacher) them with gold or silver spray, as the children prefer. 

10. Each child brings her/his shoe home. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

Ask children how they felt about the exercise. 

!  

 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share feelings about their experiences. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention as they are unable to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

http://www.waece.org/paz/dossier.php?dossieres=dossierconflictos3 
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AGE: 3–10 

47 I SHINE LIKE A STAR 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, communication, creativity, art 

KEY WORDS 

● feelings, confidence building, diversity, social competence, personality traits 

AIM 

● to work in a group 

● to learn to value  oneself 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

thread, cardboard, glitter, scissors, each child will bring a photo of him/herself   

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Ask them to think of some of their own physical and psychological characteristics that they like. For example: “I like 

my eyes, I´m a good friend, I like to help”, etc. 

3. Outline several stars on the cardboard, big enough to place on them the children’s photo and write some 

sentences in the middle of each star. One star for each student.  

4. Children cut the stars and decorate them with glitter. 

5. They stick the photo of themselves (that they had brought for the activity) on the star. 

6. They write what they like about themselves in the middle of the star. 

7. Finally, they hang the stars to decorate the classroom throughout the school year. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask children how they felt when performing the game, if thinking of what they like about themselves was easy. 

2. If thinking of it was difficult, ask them why. 

! 
 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share feelings about their experiences. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will not be able to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

http://www.waece.org/paz/dossier.php?dossieres=dossierconflictos3 
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AGE: 3–10 

48 RABBIT’S RIGHTS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● communication, creativity, ice-breaking 

KEY WORDS 

● needs and rights, emotional intelligence, responsibility, social competence, inclusion 

AIM 

● to let children reflect on solidarity and respect for others 

● to discuss children’s protection 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

paper, marker  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move freely. 

3. Ask the children to imagine that they have a pet rabbit to care for, and give a name to it. 

4. Ask: “What are all the things the rabbit will need?” (They may suggest things such as a hutch, straw, food, water, 

attention, love etc... 

5. Write “Rabbit” at the top of the left hand column on a chart and record the children’s responses. 

6. Ask: “Who is responsible for ensuring that the rabbit gets all the things that it needs?” (Note down the children’s 

responses). 

7. Confirm the things the rabbit needs to survive and develop, such as food, water and a hutch. 

8. Then ask question such as: “If the rabbit really needs these things to survive, then should the rabbit have a right to 

them? Who is responsible for ensuring that the rabbit’s rights to these things are met? 

9. Write “CHILDREN” at the top of the right hand column and ask the group to brainstorm: “What are the things that 

children need to develop and have for a happy, safe and healthy life?”. 

10. List the children’s responses. 

11. Ask: “Who is responsible for ensuring that children get all the things they need to be happy, safe and healthy?”, 

“What do children need to be protected, to survive, to develop and to participate?” “If children need these things, 

then should children have a right to them?” 

12. Ask the group if they have ever heard of the Convention on the Children’s Rights 

 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask children what they felt about the activity, what makes the rabbit happy and safe and what makes them feel 

happy and safe. 

2. Ask the children if they feel that their needs and rights are met and if they think that there are children in the world 

that are not protected.   

! 
 Exercise for 6 to 12 children. 

 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their feelings. 

 Check that every child has the possibility to express him/herself. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will not be able to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 Additionally, you can use different colours to mark the different columns. 

 Older children may be able to verbalize their thoughts and feelings more distinctly but don't let that be an excuse 

not to talk with younger children. Use the same principles both for older and younger children but feel free to talk 

more deeply about the issue with those who are older. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

http://www.unicef.org/crc/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Children's_rights 

http://www.amnesty.ca/themes/children_overview.php 

http://www.amnesty.ca/themes/children_overview.php
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AGE: 6–10 

49 BLIND CONFIDENCE * 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 movement, cooperation, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust 

AIM 

● to take over responsibility for others 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

scarves to blindfold the children  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move. Describe that they will need to walk and 

then talk about their feelings with the group. 

3. Blindfolding half of class. 

4. The other children guide blindfold children by the hand or only by one finger or speech. 

5. After the exercise is completed, ask children to tell about their feelings. Make sure that the group understands 

each child and allow questions to each child from the group. When appropriate, you can also ask further questions. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask children how they felt about the game, how “blind” child felt, and how the guiding child felt. 

2. Ask them about the responsibility they got over. 

3. Ask the child guiding the “blind” peer how s/he ensured that s/he felt save, and what s/he liked about the way s/he 

acted. If it is hard to think about it, ask them why. 

! 
 Exercise for up to 10 children. 

 Make sure that you create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their feelings about their 

experience. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and not be able to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

TVV (2007). Alles über gute und schlechte Gefühle. Jena 

 

* The activity is similar to activity No.12 GUIDE DOG of this Collection of Activities. You may want to skip one of the two or 

use them both to reinforce confidence building. 
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AGE: 6 – 10 

50 DRIVING A CAR 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, cooperation, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust, conflict management 

AIM 

● to take care of other children 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

2. Check that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move freely. 

3. Ask children to play in pairs. 

4. Blindfold half of the class (these children are the “cars”). 

5. The other children are the “drivers”. 

6. Explain that each student with the role of a driver drives the child representing the car. They will do so by touching 

him/her on: the right arm – to turn right, the left arm – to turn left; both arms –to stop; the stomach – to go straight 

ahead. 

7. Ask drivers not to collide with other cars.  

8. After they experiment steering the car, ask the children to sit on the floor in a circle again to make some reflection 

on the game together. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask the children their impressions on the game, how easy it was to express themselves verbally and non-verbally, 

and if it was hard to move as a blind person. Why? 

2. Ask them if it was easy to stay within the group. If not, why? 

! 
 Exercise for up to 10 children. 

 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their feelings. 

 Be sure that every child has the possibility to express him/herself. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will not be able to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

http://www.chomikuj.pl (smoki-agresja) 
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AGE: 6–10 

51 DARK TUNNEL 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● movement, contact, cooperation, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

● feelings, team feeling, confidence building, responsibility, trust 

AIM 

● to move blindfold  

● to reflect on one’s feelings 

● to enhance cooperation 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. As the children to sit in a circle and explain the game (steps as follows). 

2. Children stand up in a line and have their legs opened as much as to allow a peer to pass through them. 

3. The last student in the line is on his knees and blindfold. 

4.  S/he represents a train that has to go through a very dark tunnel. 

5. Children will guide the blindfold student to make him/her reach the exit at the end of the “tunnel” (passing through 

the classmates’ legs) by telling him/her to go on the left, on the right or to the centre.. 

6. When s/he arrives to the end of the “tunnel”, s/he stands as the first student on the line while the last student will 

be on his/her knee blindfold and becomes the next “train”, until all students have experienced going through the 

“tunnel”. 

7. Allow students 10 minutes for reflections and to talk about themselves.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask children how they felt when performing the game, and if it was easy to move blindfold. If not, why?  

2. Ask them how they felt about going through a very dark tunnel. 

3. Ask them if they felt comfortable and supported by the group. If not, why? 

!  

 Exercise for up to 10 children. 

 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their feelings. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

 Stronger Children – Less Violence. A handbook for children. Games and Exercises. Funded by the EU 

Commission as part of the Daphne Programme. Sommer, Jan (2007): “Alles über gue und schlechte 

Gefühle”. Jena 
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AGE: 6–7 

52 THE HUMAN DIGITAL CAMERA 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● contact, cooperation, movement 

KEY WORDS 

● confidence building, responsibility, trust, small groups activity  

AIM 

● to reinforce cooperation, to enhance visual memory 

TIME 

          30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

           the room prepared for the exercise 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to find a partner to perform the game in pairs (one of them becomes a photographer while the other 

becomes a digital camera) 

2. The “digital camera” children have to close their eyes. 

3. The “photographer” students have to move the “digital camera” children slowly, framing the landscape and, when 

they see something interesting, they point the “digital camera” on it and “take a picture”: the “camera” students have 

to open the eyes for 2 seconds). 

4. After 5 photos, the “photographers” go back along with the “cameras” to the starting point. The “cameras” try to 

remember in the right order the places where the pictures have been taken. 

5. After that, they change role. 

6. The last 10 minutes are dedicated to a discussion and children try to express their feelings and their perceptions of 

the game. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did you feel about the activity?  

2. Was it easy to work together?  

3. Was it easy to remember the photos at the end? 

! 
 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share feelings about their experience. Avoid in-depth 

explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will not be able to process long descriptions. One to 

two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

www.istruzionevenezia.it 
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AGE: 6–7 

53 LIVING TOGETHER 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● art, interaction, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● trust, small groups activity, team feeling, inclusion  

AIM 

 to promote working on groups 

 to develop communication skills 

 to create trust inside the group 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

half of the sheet of paper per child, pencils 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Divide the class into four – children groups 

2. Give every child half of sheet 

3. Ask them to form group of four children by their own 

4. Give them the first task: to write the word “TOGETHER” across the four pieces of paper , having at least two letters 

of the word on each paper 

5. Second task: Decorate the four pieces of paper individually, but so that the artwork forms a continuous mural 

across the four pieces 

6. Explained them they have to decide all together the design of the mural and them paint each one its piece of 

paper. 

7. Place the murals at the wall. 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did you feel in this activity? Did you find it easy to share your ideas? 

2. Was it easy / hard to make the art work match up? 

3. What do you think about the different artworks with the class? 

! 
 Be careful that there are no children without a group. Make sure that each child is integrated into the group when 

they form the groups.  

 It is important that no child is excluded within its group. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 5–6 

54 PUT TOGETHER A JIGSAW 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● contact, cooperation, communication 

KEY WORDS 

● team feeling, conflict management, social competence, inclusion 

AIM 

 create togetherness, every group member is important 

 promote communication 

TIME 

15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

jigsaw 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Meet in a circle, if there are more than 5 children split the group into smaller groups 

2. Explain to the children that they have to do a jigsaw in their small group 

3. Everyone should participate, everyone gets one part of the jigsaw 

4. Start the exercise, observe the situation 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Was it easy to do the jigsaw? What was difficult?  

2. Why? Did you enjoy putting the pieces together?  

3. Did you feel proud of assembling the pieces? 

! 
 Depending on the stage of children’s development, students may perform the game without speaking and the 

exercise becomes much more difficult.  

 Create your own jigsaw: Cut a picture into pieces or destroy carefully a flower pot. 

 

SOURCE OF THE EXERCISE 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 5–6 

55 THE KNOT 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● contact, movement, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

● team feeling, conflict management, inclusion, trust 

AIM 

• ability to negotiate 

• ability to coordinate and communicate 

• ability to collaborate in a group 

TIME 

10-15 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to make a tight circle and close their eyes. 

2. Arms forward and now their hands have to find other hands (they keep their eyes closed) 

3. Tell them to open their eyes: a human knot is formed 

4. Ask the children to solve the knot without separating their hands. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How do you feel? Which was the best behaviour to solve the problems?  

2. How would things change in any setting if we supported and helped each other? 

! 
 Children should be relaxed to play this game. Before they start to solve the knot, make them a brief introduction 

about how to collaborate and agree on basic movements before everybody try to solve the knot. Each child is 

invited to express his/her feelings after the game. 

 It is important that children follow the instruction. If they do not achieve to solve the knot or the chain breaks give 

them a second chance and repeat the game. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

“Humanist Movement” you can see more at http://www.iheu.org/  
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AGE: 4–6 

56 FINDING NEW NAMES 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● communication, creativity 

KEY WORDS 

● diversity, personality traits, cultural differences, intercultural understanding, small group activity 

AIM 

 becoming aware of individuality 

 discovering each other’s uniqueness 

 finding similarities and differences in a group 

TIME 

20 minutes 

MATERIALS 

pictures of different people (e.g. taken from any magazine) 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Children work in small groups inventing new names for each child (or for themselves): the new names should 

match their personality qualities or their achievements. 

2. Every child gets a unique, personal name e.g. “Indian”. The teacher explains that each child will then choose a 

picture that s/he feels relevant to her/his new identity. 

3. Let children free to choose the picture that they believe fits them. 

4. Ask the children to discuss the uniqueness of their own character starting with comments on the chosen picture. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Why did you choose this picture?  

2. What do you like about the character it represents?  

3. How do you feel about people who are different from you? Do you feel afraid / curious / happy etc? 

! 
 Young children can use pictures of cartoon characters like Mickey Mouse (related traits may be: funny, friendly and 

brave). Highlight the uniqueness of each child’s traits and the importance of diversity of character and skills in a 

group..  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 7–10 

57 CHILD IN THE WELL 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● communication, contact 

KEY WORDS 

● diversity, emotional intelligence, team feeling, inclusion, personality traits 

AIM 

 to become aware that each child belongs to a group 

 to become aware of personal traits needed in a group 

 to form a group, and the sense of belonging to the group 

TIME 

15–20 minutes 

MATERIALS 

none 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Children sit in a circle. One child in the middle falls and says: “I fell into the well”. The other children ask: “Who is 

supposed to rescue you?”, “The person who can scream the loudest” or “The saddest person” etc. Then, the 

children are supposed to demonstrate the requested rescuer characteristic. The child in the well chooses the 

person who best complies with that. The chosen child goes into the well and continues the game. 

2. Explain that in some situations emotions are needed, even to be able to go and rescue their peers. 

3. Emphasis should be given on the variety of emotions that are needed to rescue the child in the well. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did you feel about the game?  

2. Which people were the most powerful? 

! 
 It is advisable for all children to take their turn to be in the well.  

 The game can be continued another time if not all children had their turn. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 3–5 

58 MEETING PUPPETS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

● communication, contact, interaction, role play 

KEY WORDS 

● confidence building, trust, small groups activities, social competence, inclusion 

AIM 

 team playing, team building through dialogue 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

puppets 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Divide the class into pairs, mix children and choose pairs at random. 

2. Children can use puppets or toys to create a 10-minute dialogue with each other. They speak through the puppets 

/ toys. The dialogue aims to include personal statements and ideas such as: “Hi, I am Betty and I like to dress in 

blue!”, another child  with a different toy replies and introduces him/herself: “Hi Betty, I am …” 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Was it difficult to be the puppet?  

2. Who did the characters represent? Did you like it?  

3. Was it easy / difficult to communicate? If so, why? 

! 
 Children communicate and share easier their thoughts by means of toys. However, children may get distracted 

when playing and forget the scope of the game. Explain the main rule of the dialogue: taking turns in the 

conversation.  

 Remind children to actively express their feelings and thoughts through the puppets. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 4–6 

59 THE NETWORK 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction, ice-breaking 

KEY WORDS 

 team feeling, inclusion 

AIM 

  to increase group awareness and linkages within a group 

  to increase awareness of similarities 

  to increase teamwork 

  to help children connect with peers with whom they share the same interests 

TIME 

30–45 minutes 

MATERIALS 

big paper, white/blackboard, drawing materials, toys 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Put the children’s name randomly on the board. 

2. Each child should choose one toy. 

3. If two children have chosen similar cars as toys their names will be linked with an arrow on the board. 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Were you surprised to notice the similarities? 

2. Did it make you happy to discover them? 

3. Did you get on well with those with whom you had similarities?  

! 
 Include the entire class. 

 Ask the children to write their names on the board by themselves.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 4–6 

60 THE TRAVELLING BOOK 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 creativity, art 

KEY WORDS 

 intercultural understanding, confidence building, responsibility, trust 

AIM 

 awareness of uniqueness, while also promoting openness and self-presentation skills  

TIME 

       1 weekend per child  

MATERIALS 

       notebook with blank pages, one handmade book (optional) that may be created with the children previous to the start of 

the activity, children’s pens or pencils  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Each weekend, a child takes the notebook (or the handmade book) to their house and paints a picture. 

2. Each child presents their work to the rest of the class at the beginning of the following week, 

and then the book will travel to another child’s house. 

3. It is a way to involve the children’s families and for children to have an opportunity to 

present themselves and their family to their peers, and the other way around: their peers to the family.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. The book can be presented at the end of the year.  

2. Younger children have the chance to enrich their presentation in the book in the following year (by including extra 

pages).  

3. Older children have the chance to get to know their peers before they move on to school. 

! 
 The travelling book should be a fun activity for both children and parents. 

 Inform parents about the book before the start of the activity and ask them to cooperate with  their participation in 

the book collection of pictures.  

  It is important that few children and parents get started with it. Once few of them have completed it, other parents 

will get the idea. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 5–6 

61 SHOUT STOP 

      

TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication 

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence 

AIM 

 to reflect on oneself 

 to express oneself under stress  

TIME 

10 minutes 

MATERIALS 

nothing  

 

PROCEDURE 

4. Ask children to sit on the floor in a circle. 

5. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and has enough space to move freely. 

6. Train the breathing: “what happens if I breathe out and want to shout ´stop´ after that? 

7. Let´s try it. Breath in and then out and then try to scream ´stop´ as loud as possible."  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Did you enjoy the activity? 

2. What was louder? 

3. What is more effective? 

4. What did you learn? 

! 
 Make sure that you create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their 

Feelings. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 5–6 

62 OFFENDER – VICTIM EXERCISE    

                
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction, movement 

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence 

AIM 

 to react against offenders 

 to use body language 

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

 No material is required  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to find a partner for the activity. 

2. They should stand face to face with approximately 3 or 4 meters distance between them. 

The trainer explains the activity’s aim and splits the pairs into ´victims´ and ´offenders´. 

3. The offenders should take on a typical offender’s posture. The victims should stand strong and upright. 

4. The trainer practices with the group of victims. S/he gives the following advices: “Dear victims, you are not victims, 

you are children who know that if they say no, they mean no! Because of that, try to say no with your body 

language when the offenders are coming. Please don´t use hands, feet or language. Just think over how to stop an 

offender”. 

5. Steps: 

 The victims try to stop the offenders only by body language. 

 The children use only their hand to stop the offender. 

 The children now use their legs. They try to do a step forward in the offending situation. 

 They use verbal communication and shout “stop”!  

6. Work on these four steps without any physical contact between the offenders and the victims. 

7. Let the children be aware of the rules before starting the game.  

8. Chance the children’s roles.  

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How do you stop an offender? 

2. Was your self-defending strategy successful? 

3. Which feelings did the activity arouse within you? 

! 
 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share their experience. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 5–6 

63 DIALOGUE CORNER 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 emotional intelligence, intercultural understanding, conflict management 

AIM 

 to manage conflicts 

 to prevent violence 

TIME 

10 minutes 

MATERIALS 

No material is required 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. After a physical or other conflict, the children go to a corner of the room and one of them is the mouth, the other is 

the ear. The ear can’t speak, only listens. 

2. Then they change roles. 

3. Discuss the reasons for the conflict. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did you feel during the exercise? 

2. How do you feel now? 

3. Was it hard to channel your anger? 

! 
 Create a proper atmosphere to make children comfortable to share feelings about their experience. 

 Avoid in-depth explanations for younger children. They will lose attention and will not be able to process long 

descriptions. One to two sentences are more than enough. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 4–6 

64 GOOD BEHAVIOUR 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, role play 

KEY WORDS 

 emotions, feelings 

AIM 

 to discuss with children their understanding of good behaviour and bad behaviour in  classroom, by means of 

examples 

 to define good behaviour in classroom 

 to make children aware of their problems with behaviour 

TIME 

40 minutes 

MATERIALS 

       puppets or toys 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Ask the children to sit comfortable in a circle, and then ask them to think of a situation when the feelings and 

emotions within the class were good/positive/happy as opposed to those of unhappy situations. 

2. Young children especially can use puppets to present the situation. Use two characters or more if necessary. 

3. Children show and present what they think are negative emotions through puppets/toys. In few minutes, the 

students should create role play with puppets and tell the group which character exhibits positive behaviour and 

which one exhibits bad behaviour. Let them explain in their own words their understanding of good and bad. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Ask children who is the good character showing good behaviour in their example/story. 

2. Discuss what are desirable behaviours that lead to the good/positive/happy classroom feeling. 

! 
 Listening skills are important. 

 The educator takes the role of a moderator, being able to influence the discussion and state the desired good 

behaviour. 

 It is important to let children discuss on the nature of a good behaviour and avoid suggestions that may give them 

the idea that you are imposing the rules. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY  

Stronger Children 
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AGE: 4–6 

65 SILVER AND GOLDEN STARS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 interaction 

KEY WORDS 

 confidence building, social competence 

AIM 

1. increasing children’s good behaviour by systematically learning from other peers 

2. giving children the opportunity to: 

 feel involved and be motivated to behave well 

 share and help each other to behave well 

TIME 

 throughout school months 

 

MATERIALS 

silver stars, golden stars 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Children will receive stars when they show good behaviour. 

2. Children collect stars on their book/ notebook. 

3. Role models of good behaviour receive one golden star and they become an example of good behaviour.  

4. Role models can help other children by showing them in which way they behave well. Both younger and older 

children can have this role and the teacher should encourage younger students and children with negative 

behaviour to get stars. 

5. Avoid having only older children as role models. 

6. Children with silver stars and children with golden stars will be rewarded with a verbal appreciation at the end of 

the semester. 

7. In addition, parents can be informed about their children’s good behaviour, on the number of stars their children 

would collect, and about improvement of their behaviour. 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. How did it feel to have a golden star? 

2. If you did not get many golden stars, how did you feel? 

3. How does it feel to be recognised as a person with good behaviour? 

! 
 Use also smileys to implement the game. 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

       Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 4–6 

66 FIGHT OF BACKS 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 contact, movement 

KEY WORDS 

 relaxing, stress relief 

AIM 

 to reduce tension by physical activities is another way to reduce aggression 

 to learn to be respectful in the game 

 to strengthen their self-confidence 

TIME 

10 minutes 

MATERIALS 

       nothing  

 

PROCEDURE 

1. Tell two children to stand with their backs to each other. 

2. Children have to push the other child over the line. 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION 

1. Was it easy to calm down? 

2. Do you feel more relaxed now? 

! 
 Two physically equal children play with each other, so that each has an equal opportunity. 

 Important aspect: Children should have the opportunity to have a second round. 

 

SOURCE OF THE EXERCISE 

Stronger Children Project 
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AGE: 6–10 

67 LISTENER AND SPEAKER 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, art of listening 

KEY WORDS 

 active listening, trust, respect for each other  

AIM  

 to raise awareness of listening and speaking  

 to practice attentive listening   

 to understand the importance of attentively listening to each other to get to know one another better 

TIME 

20-30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

Spacious room to allow students to sit in pairs with a reasonable distance between the pairs. Computer or a 

different device to play music. A piece of music chosen by the teacher for the activity. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher explains that the activity is intended to provide an experience of attentive listening. The children are 

going to listen to the words of a peer and will practice silence. They will interact only through eye contact and body 

language. The teacher explains the whole exercise by describing each of the following steps. After that, they cans 

start. 

2. The teacher splits the class into smaller groups of two. Students in each pair sit one opposite the other. The pairs 

are placed at the maximum distance allowed in the classroom.  

3. The teacher asks the children to listen to a short piece of music that s/he has prepared prior to the activity. The 

teacher plays the music through a computer or other device. The class listen to the music.   

4. The teacher marks the starting time, one student in each pair is the 'speaker' and tells the other who is the 

‘listener’, about what the piece of music just heard made him/her think.  The 'listener' can only express his/her 

attentiveness through eye contact or gestures and not by speaking. 

5. The 'speaker' has three minutes to speak. The teacher marks the end time. 

6. The child who has been the 'speaker' becomes the 'listener' and the procedure is the same as above. 

7. After the teacher has marked the end time, the students gather and share their feedback on the experience. 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION  

Possible questions:  

Was it easier to be a listener or a speaker?  

Think of a person you admire; is s/he a better speaker or listener?  

Was it difficult not to speak when the other was speaking?  

Do you feel that you know the other person better because you have been able to listen attentively and /or 

because you felt that you were listened carefully?  

Do you feel a sense of trust just because you were more consciously listening to each other?  

Did you feel a sense of inclusion?   

!   
 Choose a piece of quality music that you like. A short piece would be appropriate (max 4 minutes). 

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Inspired to a warm-up activity used in many contexts of adult learning and adapted for Stronger Children (The Mosaic Art 

And Sound). 
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AGE: 6–10 

68 WHAT THE MUSIC TELLS ME 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 communication, art of listening 

KEY WORDS 

 active listening, communication, mutual respect, learning to learn  

AIM  

 to practice attentive listening   

 to learn from each other through feedback on music listening  

 to learn to respect any other child’s experience in a natural way  

TIME 

30 minutes 

MATERIALS 

Spacious room to allow students to sit in pairs with a reasonable distance between the pairs, computer or a different 

device to play music, a piece of music chosen by the teacher for the activity. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher explains the exercise to the students (according to the steps that follow). 

2. Children sit in a circle. 

3. The teacher gives each chid a piece of paper and a pen. 

4. The teacher asks the children to close their eyes, to listen to the music that s/he’s going to play and to remain silent.  

5. The teacher plays the music through a computer with external speakers or through a different device. 

6. When the music ends, children, still silent, write on the piece of paper what the music has suggested. This can be 

anything: a word, a sentence, a memory, the image of a landscape, a story, a feeling, a colour....    

7. When all children have finished, they read aloud, one by one, what they have written. 

8. The teacher stimulates reflections on the similarities and the differences of the children’s listening experiences and 

on how the perceptions of all children are equally important.         

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION  

Possible questions: 

Were you interested in knowing how your classmates perceived the music? 

Did the music “told” you something different or similar to what it “told” your classmates? 

Have you noticed that sharing your feedback with your classmates makes you feel that you understand and know 

each other better? 

Each child’s comment is important. Can you notice that by listening to each other’s comment you have learnt 

something new?  

Did you enjoy listening to the music with your eyes closed and together with your classmates? Why? 

 

!   
 The group dynamics arisen from collective listening, with an increasing ability to pay attention to each other's 

feedback, provides a unique learning environment where individual outcomes greatly depend on the quality of the 

group connotation and unity. 

 Use quality music only. Classic music pieces are strongly suggested. The music piece should not be too long (max 

8 minutes).  

 Try to use good music systems to allow for a clear and pleasant sound in the classroom.  

 

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Created for Stronger Children-2 project (The Mosaic Art And Sound) 
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AGE: 3–10 

69 OUR RHYTHMS INTO SPACE AND MUSIC 

 
TYPE OF PLAY 

 music communication, creativity, relaxation 

KEY WORDS 

 Fun, enjoyment through forms and rhythms making, sense of togetherness   

AIM  

 to release tensions through creative  interplay   

 to let children enjoy a sense of togetherness within the class  

 to have fun and relax  

TIME 

40 minutes 

MATERIALS 

A song or a piece of instrumental music that the teacher will prepare prior to the activity. 

Computer or other system to play music. 

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher and the children are standing in a circle.  

2. The teacher creates an imaginary object by moulding it in the air.  

3. S/he throws the imaginary object to a child who will take it and re-mould into another shape.   

4. This student, then, throws it to another child (any student in the circle) who will re-mould and throws to another 

classmate, and so on. When throwing the ’objects’, children will have to communicate only through eye contact, never 

by calling each other by name. The teacher is part of the circle and is included in the game. 

5. This part of the activity continues for 10 minutes.   

6. The teacher now claps his/her hands and produces a rhythm. S/he ‘throws’ the rhythmic cell to a child who will 

repeat it.  

7. The same child will create another rhythmic cell and will ‘throw’ it to another classmate who will repeat it, and so on, 

for 10 minutes. 

8. The teacher now plays the song or a piece of instrumental music previously chosen for the exercise and all children 

together will play the rhythm of the song by clapping their hands.  

9. The teacher plays the song once more and the children (all together again) are allowed to improvise different 

rhythms on the song. The whole class will play as in a music jam session.   

 

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION  

It is not necessary to stimulate reflection after this activity. The teacher will observe that the children will have released 

tensions after the exercise, that they feel happier and enjoy a sense of togetherness.   

Nevertheless, the teacher who would like to stimulate reflection has the following suggested questions for the children:  

 Which part of the game did you enjoy the most? Why? 

 How did you feel after the game? 

 Was it nice to see the whole class as big music group? Why? 

 Would you like to repeat this game? 

!  
 Check that all children will have sent their objects and their rhythmic cell at least once and,.since you will be in the 

circle, you will have the chance to help in a direct way.   

 Let the children have fun. The activity is intended also to create a cheerful atmosphere and to help release 

tensions.   

 If the children want to continue the activity, they may repeat the last part (the jam session) one more time. 

  

SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Created for Stronger Children-2 project (The Mosaic Art And Sound) 
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AGE: 6–10 

70 A SONG FROM MY FAMILY’S COUNTRY 

   
TYPE OF PLAY 

 singing, listening to different languages, guessing, drawing  

KEY WORDS 

 multiculture, respect for others’ cultural background, music heritage   

AIM  

 to learn to respect equally the various cultures in a society   

 to give children from migrant families an opportunity to share something of their cultural background and value it 

 to know a classmate better 

TIME 

3-week preparation from children with different cultural background  

30 minutes in class 

 

MATERIALS 

Songs in a language different from the local one prepared by children: melody, lyrics and translation of the lyrics 

(children with different cultural background will sing the song to classmates or provide an audio file with the song to be 

played in the classroom through computer or other sound system).      

 

PROCEDURE 

1. The teacher tells those students coming from families with cultural background different from the local one to ask 

their parents to help them recall a song in the language spoken into their family. The children will have to write the 

lyrics of the song in the original language and the translation into the local language on a sheet of paper. They should 

also rehearse singing the song at home with their parents, until they feel confident to sing it to their classmates.  

(Alternatively, they can record the song on a smart phone singing it along with their family or they maybe can find on 

internet an audio file with a version of that song on internet).  

2. They will bring to school the lyrics with translation and, if they have prepared a recording, they will bring that too.  

3. They have three weeks to complete the task. 

4. After the three weeks, the children are invited by the teacher to sing the song to the class (or play it through the 

computer or smart phone). 

5. The classmates will have to tell which feelings the song arouses within them (is the song sad, happy, mysterious, 

does it let them recall anything...?). 

6. The classmates have then to guess what the song is about, so that there will be a collective discussion.      

7. Then, the singer tells which classmate was the closest to the real meaning of the song.  

8. The singer reads aloud the lyrics into the original language, tells the classmates which language they are hearing, 

and reads aloud the translation of the text into the local language. 

9. S/he will tell her/his classmates the key words of the song into the original language and all children together will 

utter the words aloud.  

10. All children will draw a picture inspired to the song.       

 

HOW TO STIMULATE REFLECTION  

Possible questions:  

 Could you recognize the language spoken by your classmates? 

 Was hearing the song of your classmate’s family language interesting? 

 Have you ever thought that your classmate knows more languages? Do you think this is an advantage? Why? 

Would you like to speak more languages?  

 Do you think it is important that classmates share their languages and culture at school? Why?  

! 
 If necessary, make your students be aware that it is important to respect all languages and cultures, even if 

sometimes foreign languages’ phonemes may sound amusing. Our own language may sound funny to those who 

speak a different idiom. 

 Use the activity to make children reflect on how knowing more languages and cultures make us feel more open 

and can enrich our life. Tell them about the advantage of speaking more languages. Use the activity also to make 

students reflect on the difficulties that children arriving to a new country may find, since they speak another 

language and possibly they have a very different approach to many aspects of daily life.   
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SOURCE OF THE ACTIVITY 

Created for Stronger Children-2 project (The Mosaic Art And Sound) 
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REPOSITORY OF EU PROJECTS 

 
The following EU projects served us as a source of inspiration when creating this book. 

 

Ethos – Ethical Education for a Sustainable and Dialogic Future  

Ethos project advocates for moral education in primary and pre-primary schools in order to give 

children a “brain and heart start”, based on critical thinking, respect of the others, tolerance, 

multiculturalism, mediation, compassion and dialogue. Ethos offers primary school and kindergarten 

teachers innovative learning opportunities and values their insight and experience. 

http://www.ethos-education.eu/index.html 

 

GATE 

The GATE system consists of a methodology developed to identify and support children with dyslexic 

difficulties at an early school age. All the GATE approaches are interrelated and suitable for work in 

class with a positive impact on the entire child’s development. 

http://www.gateproject.eu/gateproject2/ 

 

LINC: Everyone matters! Holistic, inclusive, community-building 

approaches for early and continuous interventions addressing ESL 

LINC develops early and continuous interventions and a holistic, inclusive early school leaving 

prevention approach that starts in primary school. The intervention targets the school community as a 

whole strengthening the social networks that can support children achieve excellence in learning. 

LINC supports teachers, learners, and parents to prevent ESL well before it becomes a visible risk for 

particular students. Special attention is paid to the needs of migrant learners and their families aiming 

at their effective integration. 

http://www.linc-project.eu/ 

 

Kids2Talk 

Kids2Talk for the first time developed and piloted toys and games for young children for the support 

of a multilingual development and multilingual education at the stage of early childhood in Europe. All 

games are easy to use and support children’s creativity. 

http://www.kids2talk.de/ 

 

http://www.ethos-education.eu/index.html
http://www.gateproject.eu/gateproject2/
http://www.linc-project.eu/
http://www.kids2talk.de/
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Multilingual Families: Supporting multilingual families – a linguistic 

treasure for Europe 

The Multilingual Families project is an important project that is targeted at preserving the languages 

and culture of the 47.3 million immigrants living in the European Union. It provides support materials 

to teachers, immigrant groups, in fact all stakeholders that work with immigrants and multilingual 

parents. The activities are designed to represent an adequate support for children from multilingual 

families by highlighting the benefits of the ability to speak multiple languages, to arouse other 

children’s interest in languages and to reinforce respect, curiosity and a desire for further knowledge 

of all participants. 

http://www.multilingual-families.eu/ 

 

DISTINC PROJECT 

The project aims to develop an in-service training program, TIE (Training in Inclusive Education), for 

primary school teachers to improve skills and knowledge on inclusive classroom practices, 

particularly for children with special educational needs (learning difficulties and/or –disability, and 

challenging behaviours). 

Website not available. 

 

ATTEMPT – Attractive Techniques to Empower Parents and Teachers 

The project is based on a previous enquiry on bullying, involving both adults (parents, teachers and 

institutions) and children. Starting from suggestions of the enquiry, the new project intends to 

experiment innovative communication practices among parents, teachers and children to help them 

to develop coping and empowering strategies to better face bullying situations. 

http://www.attempt-eu.org/ 

 

PEAB – Peer Education Against Bullying 

Project focused on the prevention of the phenomenon of bullying in the target group of childhood and 

youth (children and young people between 8 and 16 years-old). 

 

FOLK DC – The Digital Children’s Folksongs for Language and Cultural 

Learning  

A  European Union project designed to motivate young language learners to engage with language 

learning and multiculturalism through using children’s folk songs, and activities around the songs. 

www.folkdc.eu 

 

http://www.multilingual-families.eu/
http://www.attempt-eu.org/
http://www.folkdc.eu/
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